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Introduction 
The purpose of this circular is to update the bibliographies on the black cut-
worm, Agrotis ipsilon (Hufnagel); the glassy cutworm, Crymodes devastator (Brace); 
the bronzed cutworm, Nephelodes m:rnians Guenee; the bristly cutworm, Lacinipolia 
renigera (Stephens); the dingy cutworm, Feltia ducens Walker, Feltia subgothica 
(Haworth) complex; the dark-sided cutworm, Euxoa messoria (llarris); the clay-backed 
cutworm, Agrotis gladiaria (Morrison); the dusky cutworm, Agrotis venerabilis 
(Walker); and the variegated cutworm, Peridroma saucia (Hubner}. These bibliogra-
phies were recently published as research circulars of the Ohio Agricultural Research 
and Development Center and are listed under the senjor author's name in this publi-
cation. Since many publications were unavailable in Ohio, these were requested from 
national libraries, a proces~ requiring considerable time. After receiving reprints 
and photocopies of pertinent articles, many of these had to be translated into Eng-
lish for the preparation of the annotations. For these reasons, many citations were 
not included in the original publications and therefore appear in this second sup-
plement. 
These publications are not intended to be comprehensive from the standpoint of 
checklists, faunal lists, texts, and comprehensive publications, but are intended to 
summarize the information on biology, ecology, behavior, developmental biology, 
seasonal and geographical distribution, host range, natural enemies, economic impor-
tance and control, research techniques, and other information useful to insect pest 
management programs. 
The following publications have been reviewed for citations in the originals 
and supplements, with the years covered in parentheses. 
Zoological Record (1864-1969) 
Bibliography of the More Important Contributions to American Economic Entomol-
ogy (1889-1905) 
Index to the Literature of American Economic Entomology (1905-1959) 
Review of Applied Entomology (1913-1976) 
Biological Abstracts (1926-1976) 
lprofessor Emeritus, Department of Entomology, Ohio Agricultural Research and 
Development Center, Wooster, Ohio 44691. 
2Technical Assistant, Department of Entomology, Ohio Agricultural Research and 
Development Center, Wooster, Ohio 44691. 
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Bibliography of Agriculture (1942-1976) 
U.S.D.A. Insect Pest Survey Bulletin (1921-1950) 
U.S.D.A. Cooperative Economic Insect Report (1951-1976) 
Canadian Agricultural Insect Pest Review (1923-1973) 
This literature search recovered some, but not all, checklists, faunal lists, 
museum lists, and taxonomic papers which cannot be abstracted for the recovery of 
a single species. 
The present supplement will be the last of the supplements to be published 
since the grant under which this work was done expired on July 31, 1977. This series 
of publications on subterranean cutworms consists of a total of 14 bibliographies. 
The circular numbers, subjects, and dates of issue are: 
Research Circular 198, Black cutworm, June 1974 
Research Circular 199, Glassy cutworm, Oct. 1974 
Research Circular 200, Bronzed cutworm, Nov. 1974 
Research Circular 201, Bristly cutworm, May 1975 
Research Circular 202, Dingy cutworm, Sept. 1975 
Research Circular 205, Dark-sided cutworm, Dec. 1975 
Research Circular 212, Supplement I, Feb. 1976 
Research Circular 215, Sandhill cutworm, Feb. 1976 
Research Circular 216, Clay-backed cutworm, Feb. 1976 
Research Circular 217, Dusky cutworm, March 1976 
Research Circular 219, Variegated cutworm, June 1976 
Research Circular 225, Yellow-headed cutworm, Nov. 1976 
Research Circular 235, Spotted cutworm, Dec. 1977 
Acknowledgments 
The preparation of these bibliographies has been part of an extensive, in-depth 
research program supported by grants from the Cooperative State Research Service, 
U. S. Department of Agriculture, and the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency. 
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of Wisconsin; Dr. H. C. Chiang, University of Minnesota; Dr. C. R. Harris, Canada 
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Bibliography 
Entries are listed alphabetically by author except in cases where the publica-
tion is anonymous or more likely to be identified with a governmental agency under 
which it was published, The abbreviations in the citations follow the American 
standard for periodical title abbreviations published in Biological Abstracts, 45(13) 
4347-4361. All references in this publication deal with the black cutworm, the 
glassy cutworm, the bronzed cutworm, the bristly cutworm, the dingy cutworm, the 
dark-sided cutworm, the clay-backed cutworm, the dusky cutworm, and the variegated 
cutworm. However, the scientific name used in a given article is also used in the 
annotation so that there is no qucstjon as to the species being cited. In cases 
where the name is much different from the name in current use, both are given. The 
number in parentheses following the annotation represents the page number which in-
cludes information on these cutworms if it is different from the citation page 
numbers. 
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I. Supplement to Black Cutworm Bibliography 
Abbas, H. M. and A. Farid-ud-din. 1961. Insect pests of pulses in Pakistan. Agr. 
Pakistan 11(4):583-599. 
Agrotis ypsilon is a major pest of young pulse plants in northern Pakistan. 
(595) 
Abdel-Megeed, M. I., Z. H. Zidan, and R. A. Khalid. 1974. Response of the greasy 
cutworm, Agrotis ypsilon Rott., to certain antifeedants. Z. Angew. Entomol. 
76(1):106-110. 
Seven concentrations of the antifeedants Brestan, Brestanol, Duter, Duter terra, 
and Suzo were tested against Agrotis ypsilon. The higher the concentration, the 
higher was the percentage of starvation. Considering SC50 values, Brestan, the 
most active antifeedant, was about 1.8, 2.5, 8, and 18 times as much as Duter 
terra, Duter, Brestanol, and Suzo, respectively. 
Abu Yaman, I. K. and S. J. Jarjes. 1968. Insects of vegetables in N. W. Iraq. Z. 
Angew. Entomol. 62(1):46-51. 
Agrotis ypsilon was reported as a pest of turnip and radish in Mosul and 
Hammam-Alil. (48) 
Alam, M. Z. 1962. A list of insects and mites of East Pakistan. East Pakistan 
Govern. Press, Dacca. 111 pp. 
Agrotis ypsilon is listed as a pest of tobacco and vegetables at Dacca. (58) 
Alam, M. Z., A. Ahmed, S. Alam, and M.A. Islam. 1965. A review of research, 
Division of Entomology (1947-1964). Dacca Agr. Inf. Serv. & E. Pakist. Agr. 
Res. Inst.:1-272. 
Agrotis ypsilon was reported as a major pest of tobacco in East Pakistan. The 
larvae cut off the base of the stem in February and March. (12) 
Allan, D. J. 1975. Greasy cutworm, Agrotis ipsilon Hufnagel, life cycle. Dep. Sci. 
Indust. Res. Info. Ser. 105/11. New Zealand. 3 pp. 
The life stages, host plants, damage, distribution, and life cycle of the black 
cutworm are illustrated and described. 
Allan, D. J. 1973. Rearing Agrotis ypsilon (Lepidoptera:Noctuidae) for parasite 
release. New Zealand Entomol. 5(3-4):274-277. 
Black cutworms were reared in large numbers on dock and plantain leaves and on 
sliced carrots. One-hundred larvae per day were required to rear two braconid 
parasites from Pakistan. This procedure resulted in the release of 76,000 
parasites. 
Anonymous. 1965. A host list of the insects of Thailand. Bangkok, Ag. Int. Dev. 
U. S. Op. Miss. Thailand:l-149. 
Agrotis ypsilon is listed as a pest of Brassica sp. (15) 
Anonymous. 1975. Black cutworm damage to corn. Ill. Natur. Hist. Surv. Rep. 
144:1-2. 
Field studies indicate that for every 1% of corn plants damaged by cutworms 
during May and June, a yield loss of 0.7% will result. 
Anonymous. 1975. The moths that went to sea. U.S. Dep. Agr., Agr. Res. 24(1): 
12-13. 
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Black cutworm moths were caught in black light traps placed on unmanned oil 
drilling platforms in the Gulf of Mexico. The trap nearest to shore was 20 
miles between Morgan City and Jeanerette, La. (12) 
Appert, J. 1967. Notes techniques sur les insectes nuisibles aux cultures Malagasy. 
Agron. Trop. 22(2):153-230. 
The black cutworm is discussed as a pest of young tohacco 
graphical distribution and chemical control are treated. 
brevicornis Granger, is the most important parasite of A. 
country. (158) (Translated from French.) 
in Mnlagasy. Its gco-
The braconid, M~teorus 
ipsilon in this 
Archer, T. L. anCI G. J. Musick. 1976. Responses of black ci:t;,0 ... ·,h l.J.1'11<11, L,J ligLt 
at several intensities. Ann. Entomol. Soc. Arner. (19(3):,1f<,-478. 
"The behavioral response of black cutwoTm, JJ.qrotis ipsi Jon, larvae to several 
light intensities was determined. The first two instars tended to he slightly 
photopositive. The third instar demonstrated the first photonegative behavior. 
The fourth to sixth instars were photonegative and the degree of negativity was 
positively correlated with instar age." 
Archer, T. L. and G .. J. Musick. 1977. Evaluation of sampling methods for l11nd rnt-
worrn lan·ae in field corn . .J. [con. Entomol. 70(4):·1·17-449. 
"Apple pornace-bran pelleted baits and pitfalls were evaluated as sampling tools 
for larvae of Agrotis ipsilon (Hufnagel) in field corn. Optimal bait placement 
was between alternating corn rows. A 3-day sampling period provided the most 
reliable estimate of population density. The percent capture for two baits, 
four baits, two pitfalls, and four pitfalls was 10.7, 15.7, 7.6, and 13.5, 
respectively, for the 3-day sampling period. Significantly more lan'nC' were 
recovered when using four tntps than when using two trrrps." 
Artigas, J. N. 1972. Population dynamics in Lepidoptera of agricultural importance 
in Chile. Bol. Soc. Biol. Concepcion 45:5-93. 
Host plants, characteristics of larval damage to crops, life history, do'icrip-
tion of larva and adult, numerical seasonal variations of the adult population, 
and percentage of each sex for F~ltia subtorranea are discussed. 
Azuma, S. 1965. lleterocera from the Yonaguni Island, Southern Ryukyus. Biol. Mag. 
Okinawa 2(4):52-57. 
"13. Agrotis ipsilon Ilufnagel. Sonai, 1 male 24. V. 1965. This species is 
new to the fauna of Yonaguni Is., but in my collection there are many specimens 
collected from Okinawa Is., Ishigaki Is., Miyako Is., and Minami-daito Is." (53) 
Bertoloni, A. di 1874. Al danno arrecato alla canapa, al formentone cc. dall' 
Agrotis suffusa Ochsm. var. pepoli Bertol. Ncp. Boll. 6:139-146. Soc. Entomol. 
Ital., Florence. 
The larva, pupa, and imago of Agrotis suffusa Ochsrn. ("'Agrotis ipsilon) variety 
pepoli, are figured and described in detail. Male and female differences are 
described and an ichneumonid parasite is discussed as a natural enemy of the 
larvae. (Translated from Italian.) 
Best, R. L. and C. C. Beegle. 1977. Consumption of Agrotis ipsilon by several 
species of carabids found in Iowa. Environ. Entomol. 6(4):532-534. 
"As part of an evaluation into their effectivenei;;s as natural 'ontrol agents, 
seven species of carabids (Scarites substriatus lla1dcmnn, Evarthnis altnrnans 
Casey, Pterostichus chalcites Say, P. lucublandus Say, Bembidion quadrimacuZa-
tum L., B. rapidum Leconte, and Harpalus pensylvanicus DeGeer) commonly found 
in Iowa cropland, were tested to quantify their prey i.:onsumption. Tests were 
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conducted under laboratory conditions with various stages of black cutworm used 
as prey. The experiment was divided into two main parts: maximum consumption 
during 24 hours and continued prey consumption per day over a 4-day period. 
Results of the 24-hour feeding trials revealed that all species tested are cap-
able of consuming large amounts of prey. With the exception of E. alternans, 
results of the continued feeding trial indicated that a carabid population is 
capable of consuming both a relatively high and constant amount of prey over 
an extended period of time." 
Biezanko, C. M., R. E. Bertholdi, and 0. Baucke. 1949. Relacao dos principais 
insetos prejudiciais observados nos arredores de Pelotas nas plantas cultiva-
doas e selvagens. Agros 2(3):156-213. 
Agrotis ypsilon Rott. is listed as a pest of oats (Avena sativa L.), Italian 
ryegrass (Lolium multiflorum Lamk.), tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum L.), and wheat 
(Triticum aestivum L.). 
Biezanko, C. M. and A. Ruffinelli. 1971. Fauna de Lepidoptera del Uruguay. X. 
Agaristidae, Noctuidae et Thyratidae. Cent. Invest. Sanidad Vegetal (Montivideo-
Uruguay) Agr. Zool. Ser., Tech. Pub. 2:1-31. 
Agrotis ipsilon Hufnagel moths were captured in January, April, November, and 
December at Montivideo. The host range includes beet, Hel1anthus, cabbage, 
corn, tomato, pimento, tobacco, potato, and lettuce. (12-13) 
Blair, B. W. 1975. Behavioral studies on the larvae of Agrotis segetum (Dennis 
and Schiffermiiller) and A. ipsilon Hufnagel (Lepidoptera:Noctuidae): Towards 
better pest management. Proc. Cong. Entomol. Soc. So. Afr. 1:19-33. 
The phototactic responses of different instars of Agrotis segetum and A. 1psilon 
were recorded. In both species larvae were photopositive in the first two in-
stars 'but became photonegative in the later part of the third instar. The feed-
ing behavior of these species was studied on tobacco, crop debris, and weeds. 
Blair, B. W. 1976. A new look at cutworm control. Rhodesian Agr. 70(6):163-164. 
The response to light, feeding behavior, and survival on crop debris is dis-
cussed for the cutworms, Agrotis ipsilon and A. segetum. Scouting for first 
to third instar larvae is suggested as a new approach which permits the appli-
cation of contact insecticides before much cutworm damage is done. 
Boisduval, J. A. 1840. Genera et index methodicus Europaeorum Lepidopterorum. 
Parishs, Apud. Roret, Bibliopolam. p. 109. 
"822 Suffusa, F., H., G., Tr., B ... Gall. bor., etc. Julii Augusti." Suffusa 
is a synonym of Agrotis ipsilon (Hufnagel). Gall. bar. is translated as 
France, boreal. 
Breniere, J. 1959. Service de recherches appliquees a la protection des vegetaux. 
Bull. Inst. Rech. Agron. de Madagascar, 3:1-140. 
This article contains a discussion of Agrotis ypsilon as a tobacco pest in 
Madagascar. The life stages are described and illustrated. (131-132) A key 
to the insect and plant disease pests of field and stored tobacco is presented. 
(106) (Translated from French.) 
Broersma, D. B., J. R. Barrett, Jr., and J. 0. Sillings. 1976. Activity and black-
light induced flight of black cutworm and European corn borer as related to 
temperature and relative humidity. Environ. Entomol. 5(6):1191. 
Flight behavior and response to blacklight of black cutworm (BC), Agroti~ 
ipsilon (Hufnagel), and European corn borer (ECB), Ostrinia nubilalis (Hubner), 
adults were determined in laboratory tests at temperatures ranging from 0-55° C. 
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ECB was tested at two air moisture conditions, less than 30% RH and 30-60% RH, 
while BC was only tested at one condition, between 30-60% RH. BC moths were 
active at lower temperatures (3° C) than were ECB (15° C). Both species were 
above 90% active from the lower temperature limits up to 45° C. Male BC moths 
were slightly less responsive than females to blacklight. Male and female ECB 
moths responded similarly except at low temperatures. The peak for ECB flight 
response occurred at higher temperatures in conditions of low relative humidity 
than in conditions of moderate humidity. 
Busching, M. K. and F. T. Turpin. 1976. Oviposition preferences of black cutworm 
moths among various crop plants, weeds, and plant debris. J. Econ. Entomol. 
69(5):587-590. 
Fourteen crop and weed species plus plant debris were tested for oviposition 
preferences to laboratory-reared black cutworm moths. Curled dock and yellow 
rocket mustard were found to be most attractive., Corn and soybeans were among 
the least attractive of the plants tested. 
Busching, M. K. and F. T. Turpin. 1977. Survival and development of black cutworm 
(Agrotis ipsilon) larvae on various species of crop plants and weeds. Environ. 
Entomol. 6(1):63-65. 
Larval development, pupation, and adult emergence of black cutworms were inves-
tigated using 16 possible larval food sources. Food sources included crop 
plants, weeds, and field debris. Larval survival was highest on bluegrass, 
curled dock, and wheat, while no larval survival occurred on giant foxtail or 
debris. 
1974. Can. Insect Pest Rev. 52:7, 10, 17. 
On tobacco in Kentville, Nova Scotia, cutworm infestations were low. Black cut-
worms were second to dark-sided cutworms in abundance. (7) Black cutworm popu-
lations increased in Kentville, Nova Scotia. (10) In Ontario "black cutworm 
caused considerable damage to seedling corn in the Prince Edward County region. 
Control was difficult due to the difficulty of reaching the underground cater-
pillars with an insecticide." (17) 
Capco, S. R. 1957. A list of plant pests of the Philippines with special reference 
to field crops, fruit trees, and vegetables. Philippine J. Agr. 22(1-4):3-80. 
Agrotis ypsilon is reported to attack rice (leaves), sugar cane (leaves), 
tobacco (leaves), coffee (shoots and leaves), Irish potato (stems and leaves), 
vegetables (cabbage, cauliflower, mustard, pechay, radish, and lettuce), okra, 
and roselle. (9,17,24,26,31,62,66) 
Carvalho, S., M. Fernando, S. Tarrago, and D. Link. 1971. Captura de noctuideos 
atraves de armadilha luminosa. I - Resultados preliminares. Rev. Cent. Ciencias 
Rurais 1(3):15-22. 
"This work was made to determine the noctuid occurrence at Santa Maria, RS, with 
a light trap. Forty-one species of noctuid adults were collected. This number 
corresponds to 38.2% of the moths trapped. The worms of nine noctuid species 
trapped are known to feed on the rice plant." Four moths of Agrotis ipsilon 
were trapped from March to July, 1971, at Santa Maria. 
Chee, Ming-Tsang. 1936. A preliminary list of the insects and arachnids injurious 
to economic plants in China. Peking Nat. Hist. Bull. 10(4):291-308. 
In China the crops attacked include cotton, soybeans, potatoes, buckwheat, egg-
plant, sugar beets, onions, carrots, cabbage, radish, peas, tobacco, corn, 
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Chinese cabbage, tea, broccoli, raab, Brassica rapa, cauliflower, cucumber, and 
Kaoliang. The geographical distribution in China is given. (299) 
Chiang, H. C. 1978. Pest management in corn. Ann. Rev. Entomol. 23:101-23. 
This article briefly describes the multi-state project on bionomics and manage-
ment of soil arthropod pests. Some research results include the preparation of 
keys for identifying armyworms and cutworms, baiting and trapping methods for 
the black cutworm, responses of the black cutworm to sex pheromones and the 
identification of the pheromone, and failures and successes in controlling 
cutworms. 
Cramer, P. 1859. Papillons exotique des trois parties du monde Re: Phalaena (Bombyx) 
idonea. Pap. Exot. 4:43. 
Agrotis idonea (=A. ipsilon) moth description of specimens collected in Surinam. 
d'Araujo e Silva, A. G., d'A. Goncalves, D. M. Galvao,' A. J. L. Goncalves, J. Gomes, 
M. D. N. Silva, and L. de Simoni. 1968. Quarto catalogo dos insetos que 
vivem nas plantas do Brazil, seus parasites e predadores. Parte II- 1° Torno. 
Insetos, Hospedeiros e Inimigos Naturais. Min. Agr., Dep. Defesa. Inspec. 
Agropec. Lab. Cent. de Patolog. Vegetal., Rio de Janiero. 
In Brazil Agrotis ypsilon (Rott.) attacked oats, rye, wheat, rice, ryegrass, 
grass, beets, broccoli, cabbage, beans, cauliflower, kale, kohlrabi, honeydew 
melon, onion, Irish potato, tomato, watermelon, peanut, tobacco, strawberry, 
carnation, and pinks. (228-229) 
de Joannis, J. 1928. Lepidopteres heteroceres du Tonkin. Ann. Soc. Entomol. France 
97:241-368. 
Agrotis ypsilon (Rott.) was recorded from Hanoi (North Viet Nam) near the 
Tonkin Gulf. Synonyms mentioned are Phalaena ypsilon Rott. and Noctua suffusa 
Fab. (289) 
Dodge, B. 0. and H. W. Rickett. 1943. Diseases and pests of ornamental plants. 
Jaques Cattell Press, Lancaster, Pa. 638 pp. 
"Cutworms are the larvae of moths such as Lycophotia saucia and Agrotis ypsilon." 
Draudt, M. 1924. Agrotis. (In) Seitz, A. Die Gross-schmetterlinge der Erde 7:56. 
"A. ypsilon Rott. (=suffusa Schiff., telifera Harr.) (9d) is the well-known 
species being also distributed in the palearctic and Inda-Australian regions. 
In America its range extends from Canada through Mexico and Central America, 
Brazil, and Peru to Chile and Argentina." 
Eckenrode, C. S., P. S. Robbins, and D. R. Webb. 1976. Control of seedcorn maggot, 
cabbage maggot, and black cutworm (1975 insecticide research report). N. Y. 
Food Life Sci. Bull., Plant Sci. 63:1-5. 
The synthetic pyrethroids FMC 33297 and SD 43775 were effective against black 
cutworms (BC) in the greenhouse test even after 5 days. In the field, the 
FMC compound was effective. The more effective SD material in the greenhouse 
test was not applied in the field trial. The conventional insecticides were 
inadequate or only moderately effective. Certain of the synthetic pyrethroids 
clearly show promise in control of the BC. 
Eichler, W. 1951. Eulenraupen als Riibenschadlinge. Nachrichtenbl. Deut. Pflanzen-
schutz. dienst, n. ser. 5(6):115-119. 
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"The black cutworm is not nearly as destructive in Europe as it is in warmer 
countries, where it has two generations. The cutworms are fotmd in July on 
grass roots. They are destructive to different cultivated plants such as 
tobacco, cotton, sorghum, potatoes, corn, onions, poppies, rape, turnips, cran-
berries, beans, and garbanzos. 11 
El-Kif!, A. H., E. A. Nasr, M. M. Ibrahim, and G. M. Moawad. 1972. Effect of host 
plants on various stages of Agrotis ipsilon (Hufn.) (Lepidoptera: Noctuidae). 
Bull. Soc. Entomol. Egypt 56:103-111. 
Agrotis ipsilon larvae were reared on cotton, corn, castor bean, alfalfa, 
clover, and sweet potato. Effects of diet are related to larval period, pupal 
weight, pupal period, adult longevity, reproductive potential, preoviposition, 
and oviposition periods. 
El-Kifl, A.H., A. L. Abdel-Salam, and N. Farid. 1974. Development and histology 
of the scent glands in the female moth, Agrotis ipsilon Hufn. Bull. Soc. 
Entomol. Egypt 58:323-330. 
Serial longitudinal, transverse, or oblique sections were made in the terminal 
abdominal segments of pupae of 1,2,3,4,5, and 6 days old and just before emer-
gence from the pupa. Sections of moths were made just after emergence and 
after 1,2,3, and 4 days. Sections were also made after mating and oviposition. 
The best methods of fixing and staining are referred to. The sites, histolog-
ical structure, and development of the scent glands were assessed. 
Elsayed, E. I. 1975. Effect of different host plants on larval development and on 
response of black cutworm Agrotis ipsilon (Hufnagel) to Sevin. Z. Angew. Entomol. 
79(4):365-369. 
"Effects of feeding different host plants on the development of Agrotis ipsilon 
larvae, and on their response to sevin are described. The plants used were 
lettuce, alfalfa, spinach, castor, and cabbage. These food plants caused marked 
effect on larval growth and larval growth period. Variations on the LC 50 values 
ranged between 1 and 10 times, as a result of feeding the larvae on these plants 
after they were treated with sevin." (365) 
Fabricius, J. C. 1787. Mantisa insectorum II:l57. 
Noctua suffusa (=Agrotis ipsilon) is described in Latin. The habitat is briefly 
discussed. 
Fernando, M., s. Tarrago, S. Carvalho, and D. Link. 1975. Survey of the family 
Noctuidae, with light traps, in Santa Maria, RS. Rev. Cent. Ciencias Rurais 
5(2):125-130. 
The present work reports on a survey of the family Noctuidae in the region of 
Santa Maria, RS, with the "Luiz de Queiroz" light traps over a 2-year period 
with four collections per week. Species were catalogued on a monthly basis. 
Diversity index was calculated for the duration of the collections. Agrotis 
ipsilon was trapped every month of the year except July. 
Figueroa, G. E. S. and E. P. do Prado. 1973. Agrotis ypsilon and its control. 
Cacao, bananas, pests. Cacau Atualid-ades. 10(1):7-8. 
The black cutworm is reported as a pest of cacao and bananas. In control experi-
ments, Carvin (=Sevin) gave 100% control in 72 hours whereas malathion gave only 
40% and BHC 16%. (8) 
Flaschentrager, B. 1949. Uber anlockungsstoffe von baumallschadlingen. Angew. 
Chem. 61: 252. 
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The author reported that the female Prodenia litura begins to secrete a chem-
ical attractive to males within an hour after emerging from the pupa. The 
attractant of female P. litura triggered a response by male Agrotis ipsilon 
Hufnagel. 
French, J. A., C. C. Beegle, S. A. Myers, G. E. Wilde, and P. VanDerSchaaf. 1978. 
Black cutworm control in corn with Lorsban insecticides. Dow Chem. Co., Mid-
land, Mich., Down to Earth 34(2):1-6. 
This article summarizes 1977 field tests conducted in Illinois, Kansas, Iowa, 
and Missouri with Lorsban 4E, Sevin 80W, Dylox 80WP, Nudrin l-8E, Penncamp 2E, 
toxaphene, and CGA 12223 4E. Control of black cutworms with Lorsban was excel-
lent in the four test sites where there were wide ranges in larval size, environ-
mental conditions, and test methods. 
Grote, A. R. 1864. List of a collection of Lepidoptera Heterocera, taken near 
Williamstown, Mass. Proc. Entomol. Soc. Phil. 3: 92-96. 
Agrotis suffusa and A. telifera are included in this list. (95) 
Grote, A. R. 1875. Checklist of the Noctuidae of America, North of Mexico. 
Beinecke & Zesch., Printers, Buffalo, N. Y. (1):1-28. 
The black cutworm is included in this list as Agrotis ipsilon (Rott.). Noctua 
suffusa and Agrotis telifera Harr. were considered synonyms. (7) 
Grote, A. R. 1882. New checklist of North American moths. New York Entomol. Club. 
73 pp. 
The black cutworm is included in this checklist as Agrotis ypsilon Rott. Synonyms 
listed are suffusa s.v., telifera Harris, and variety idonea Cramer. (25) 
Grote, A. R. 1890. Revised checklist of the North American Noctuidae. Part I. 
Thyatirinae-Noctuinae. Homeyer and Meyer, Bremen. p. 10. 
This checklist includes ypsilon Rott. as number 295 and lists as synonyms 
suffusa Schiff., telifera Harr., and a variety idonea Cram. 
Guagliumi, P. 1967. Insects and arachnids of the common plants of Venezuela 
reported in the period 1938-63. Relaz. Monogr. Agrario-Subtrop. Trop. (N.S.) 
86:1-391. (Rev. Appl. Entomol, 56:452). 
Agrotis ypsilon (Hfn.), Agrotis repleta Wlk., and Feltia subterranea (F.) were 
reported as pests of tobacco in Venezuela. (137) (Translated from Spanish.) 
Hampson, G. F. 1894. The fauna of British India including Ceylon and Burma. Moths. 
Vol. 2. Taylor and Francis Pub. Co., London, England. 204 pp. 
Noctua suffusa Fabr., Phalaena idonea Cram., Bombyx spinula Esp. are listed as 
synonyms for Agrotis ypsilon Rott. The difference between A. ypsilon and A. 
segettU11 is discussed. A. ypsilon is universally distributed except in South 
America. (Hampson in error. A. ipsilon does occur in South America--author.) 
Hassanein, M. H., F. M. Khalil, and A. A. El-Naby. 1971. Abundance and population 
density of three lepidopterous insects in Upper Egypt (Lepidoptera: Noctuidae). 
Bull. Entomof. Soc. Egypt 60:79. 
"The greasy cutwo1111, ~grotis ipsilon Rott., seems to have two peaks annually; 
the first one occurs about the end of April and the second one is observed about 
the end of September. Number of moths caught in the first peak was comparatively 
very high with those of the second peak. Sex ratio indicated a percentage of 
male moths much higher than that of female moths." 
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Hassanein, M. H. 1972. Abundance and population density of three lepidopterous 
insects in Upper Egypt (Lepidoptera: Noctuidae). 55:79-83. 
Seasonal distribution studies at Assiut, Egypt, showed two annual peaks in the 
flight of Agrotis ipsilon. The first peak occurred in 1965 on April 27 while 
the second was recorded at the end of September. (80) 
Haworth, A. H. 1803. Lepidoptera Brittannica; Sistens Digestionem Noram Insectorum 
Lepidopterorum que in Magna Brittania Reperiuntur. 1-609. 
The "dark sword-grass" is described in Latin as Noctua suffusa (=A. ipsilon). 
Helson, G. A. H. 1952. Insect pests affecting horticultural crops and plants in 
New Zealand. Dep. Agr. New Zealand Hort. Div. Circ. 2:24. 
Agrotis ypsilon is recorded attacking tomato, brassicas, corn, grasses, cape 
gooseberry, bean, tobacco, and clover. (24) 
Herbulot, C. and P. Viette. 1951. Lepidopteres recoltes par MM. A. Reymond et F. 
Pierre clans la region de Beni-Abbes (Sahara Algerien). Rev. Franc. Lepidop. 
13(5-6):89-96. 
One male Agrotis ypsilon 
in east-central Algeria. 
(Rott.) was collected on March 21, 1948, at Beni-Abbes 
(93) (Translated from French.) 
Hubner, J. 1805. Sammlung Europaischer Schmetterlinge. 4:28. 
Agrotis suffusa is illustrated. 
Hudon, M. and P. Martel. 1973. Insects of market cultures in southwestern Quebec 
in 1972. Ann. Soc. Entomol. Que. 18(1):3-4. 
The principal species of cutworms attacking truck crops in southwest Quebec were 
Agrotis ipsilon (Hufn.), Euxoa ochrogaster (Guen.), Amathes c-nigrum (L.), Euxoa 
tesellata (Harr.), Nephelodes minians Guen., and Euxoa messoria (Harr.). 
Jacobson, M. 1965. Insect sex attractants. Interscience Publishers, N. Y. 154 pp. 
"With the aid of a simple apparatus it was determined that female Agrotis ypsi-
lon at least 1 hour old produce an attractant for the males in their last two 
abdominal segments. The excised segments lose their attractiveness when placed 
in a vacuum, but they again become attractive within 15 minutes (or 2 hours) 
after removal from the vacuum. The activity disappears completely from the cut 
segments after 1-1/2 to 3 hours. The attractant may be collected from the 
abdominal segments with a stream of air ("freezing-out 11 ), steam distillation, 
or extraction with various solvents, especially ether." (6) 
Jacobson, M. 1972. Insect sex pheromones. Academic Press, N. Y. 382 pp. 
The references to Agrotis ypsilon are identical to those in Jacobson, M. 1965. 
Janes, M. J. and W. G. Genung. 1975. Insecticide evaluation for control of leaf-
miners and beet armyworms on celery, leafminers and cutworms on lettuce. Belle 
Glade AREC Res. Rep. EV-1975-1:1-6. 
Monocrotophos 0.5 lb, dimethoate 0.5 lb, methomyl 0.45 lb + oxamyl 0.45 lb, 
and methanidophos 0.5 lb were the more effective compounds for the control of 
armyworms and cutworms Agrotis ipsilon (Hufnagel) and Feltia subterranea 
(Fabricius). (2) 
Johnston, A. 1959. Common diseases and pests of crops in Malaya with suggestions 
for their control. Malaya Dep. Agr. Bull. 110:17. 
Agrotis ypsilon is listed as a pest of cabbage. Aldrin and poison baits using 
Paris green or gamma BHC are recommended for control. 
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LePelley, R. H. 1959. Agricultural insects of East Africa. East Africa High Comm. 
Nairobi, Kenya. 307 pp. 
Agrotis ypsilon Hufnagel was reported as a pest of corn in East Africa. (67) 
Lever, R. J. A. W. 1946. Insect pests in Fiji. Bull. Dep. Agr. Fiji 23:1-36. 
Agrotis ypsilon is noted as a pest of potato (8) and tobacco (14) in Fiji. 
Lincoln, C. and D. Isely. 1945. Armyworms and cutworms, Univ. Ark., Coll. Agr. 
Ext. Serv. Circ. 436:1-10. 
Overflow worms (Agrotis ipsilon) are a problem on land which has been flooded. 
Thorough disking following an overflow and then keeping the land clean for 2 
weeks before planting is suggested to prevent damage. (7-8) 
Link, D. and G. Knies. 1973. Aspectos bionomics sobre as lagartas-roscas que ocor-
rem em Santa Maria, RS. Ann. Soc. Entomol. Brasil 2(1):66-73. 
During 1971 and 1972 cutworm collections were periodically made and annotated 
for host, pupal date, imago, sex, species, when parasitized, and their natural 
enemies. The black cutworm, Agrotis ipsilon, was the predominant species, and 
the months of August and September were the periods of major incidence. (66) 
Lintner, J. A. 1888. Cut-worms. N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 6:1-36. 
Appearance, habits, natural history, favorable conditions, food plants, litera-
ture, predators, parasites, and control measures for cutworms are discussed. 
Agrotis ypsilon is reported attacking corn, cabbage, and tobacco. 
Liu, C. L. 1941. Beginnings of a North China Pest Survey. Peking Natur. Hist. 
Bull. 15(3):225-234. 
Plants attacked by Agrotis ypsilon include Brassica chinensis, buckwheat, egg-
plant, Brassica campestris, Brassica rapa, tea, cauliflower, barley, Cucumis 
sativus, and Kaoliang. Distribution in China is given. (229-230) 
Luckmann, W. H., J. T. Shaw, D. W. Sherrod, and W. G. Ruesink. 1976. Developmental 
rate of the black cutworm. J. Econ. Entomol. 69(3):386-388. 
"Developmental rates were calculated for all stages of Agrotis ipsilon (Hufnagel). 
The duration from oviposition to adult emergence is 643 centigrade-degree days 
at a threshold temperature of 10.4° C." (386) 
Mamet, J. R. 1955. A revised food-plant catalogue of the insects of Mauritius. 
Bull. Dep. Agr. Maur. 90:1-95. 
Agrotis ipsilon is recorded as a pest of potato in Mauritius. (83) 
Mansour, M. H. 1977. Discrimination of different substrates for egg laying by 
Agrotis ipsilon (Hufn.) (Lepid-Noctuidae). Z. Angewandte Entomol. 83(2):169. 
(Title only.) 
Mariani, M. 1939. Fauna Lepidopterorum Siciliae. Soc. Entomol. Ital. Mem. 17(2): 
1-151. 
Agrotis ypsilon Rott. was reported from Sicily between August and October. (143) 
Meigen, J. W. 1827. Handbuch of Schmetterlingshebhaber. Verlag von La Ruelle & 
Dester:l54. 
The moth of Noctua suffusa (=A. ipsilon) is described in German. (Translated 
from German.) 
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Meyrick, E. 1895. A handbook of British Lepidoptera. Macmillan and Co., N. Y. 
The adult and larva Agrotis ypsilon are described. Geographical distribution 
is given as Britain to the Shetlands, N. and E. Ireland, Europe, N. and W. C. 
Asia, and N. America. (91) 
Millot, P. and M. Pralavoria. 1973. Tests for the control of polyphagous noctuids 
on artichoke crops in the Hyeres region. Phytoma. 25(248):23-25. 
The black cutworm is reported as a pest of artichokes in the southeast of 
France. This cutworm is believed to spend the winter in Africa and then mi-
grate to France. (23) 
Moore, F. 1884. The Lepidoptera of Ceylon. Vol. 3. L. Reeve & Co., London. 361 pp. 
The adult Agrotis suffusa is described and illustrated. (33, pl. 147) 
Muller, F. P. 1949. Erdraupenschaden durch Agrotis (Feltia) ypsilon Rott. (Noct.). 
Nachrichtenblatt fur den Deutschen Pflanzenschutzdienst, n.f. 3(1-2):10-13. 
The life history and habits of Agrotis ypsilon in central Europe are discussed. 
A larval key is presented for the separation of Agrotis ypsilon, A. exclama-
tionis, and A. segetum. Spiracles and skin textures of these three species are 
illustrated. The migration, geographical distribution, and host range from 
the world literature are discussed. Eighteen references to the black cutworm 
are included. 
Nasr, E. A. and G. M. Moawad. 1972. Some ecological aspects concerning the black 
cutworm, Agrotis ipsilon (Hufn.). Bull. Soc. Entomol. Egypt 56:139-144. 
The effects of temperature and relative humidity as well as soil moisture con-
tents in relation to larval and pupal duration of the black cutworm were 
studied. 
Neto, S.S., F. M. Lara, T. Igue, and C. A. B. Carvao. 1975. Flight activity of 
some Noctuidae determined by means of an automatic light trap. Ann. Soc. 
Entomol. Brasil 4(1):3-11. 
"This work was carried out in order to determine the time of flight of the 
following noctuid pests: Agrotis ipsilon (Huf.), Helico verpa zea (Bod.), 
Mocis latipes (Guen.), Pesudaletia adultera (Schs.), and Spodoptera frugiperda 
(J. E. Smith) by means of an automatic light trap which allowed the parceled 
collecting of moths during the periods from 6:00 to 9:00 p.m., from 9:00 to 
12:00 p.m., from 12:00 p.m. to 3:00 a.m., and from 3:00 to 6:QO a.m. in 
Piracicaba, State of Sao Paulo, during 4 months. 
Through the results it was concluded that the species Agrotis ipsilon has a pre-
dominant periodicity of flight until midnight, decreasing right after. The 
other species fly mainly from 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. and this activity decreases 
from 9:00 p.m. to midnight, hut during dawning there is practically no fly." 
Newman, E. 1849. Illustrated natural history of British moths. W. Tweedie Pub-
lishers, London. 486 pp. 
The moth and larva of the dark sword-grass (moth) Agrotis suffusa (=ipsilon) 
are described. The male and two forms of the female moth are illustrated. 
(318-319) 
Nielsen, A. 1950. Noctuidefangst pa Honningdogg (Collecting noctuids on "honeydew.") 
Norsk. Entomol. Tidsskr. B. 8(1-3):126-128. 
An unusual collecting technique was developed whereby noctuid moths were col-
lected by hand at night from an elderberry hedge heavily infested with aphids. 
From 500 to 1,000 moths could be collected each night. A head lamp was used 
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to manipulate the moths into a killing jar. Agrotis ypsilon Rott. was one of 
the moths collected. 
Odiyo. P. 0. 1975. Seasonal distribution and migrations of Agrotis ipsilon (Huf-
nagel) (Lepidoptera, Noctuidae). Cent. Overseas Res., Trop. Pest Bul. 4:1-22. 
The distribution of moths and larvae of Agrotis ipsilon (Ilufnagel) has been 
plotted on monthly maps using data obtained from museum specimens, light-trap 
records, and the literature. This has provided new evidence of major seasonal 
redistributions of populations which appear to be dependent on temperature. 
The author has apparently failed to separate seasonal effects from the migra-
tional aspects. The plotted distribution of ipsilon in North America is very 
incomplete. There is an excellent bibliography containing 39 references on 
seasonal distribution and migration. 
Omino, T. and H. Tsuji. 1975. Experimental studies on behavioral differences among 
three noctuid species of larvae, Agrotis ipsilon, Mamestra brassicae, and 
Spodoptera litura in relation to the efficacy of a commercial bait. Jap. J. 
Entomol. & Zool. 19(1):11-16. 
The order of efficacy of the poison bait granules (containing 1% trichlorfon) 
when placed on soil surface was A. ipsilon>S. litura>M. brassicae. Effective-
ness may be related to the earliness of the developmental stage at which the 
larvae begin to enter the soil. The closest correlation was found between 
efficacy of the bait and that of readiness of the larvae leaving the leaves of 
the normal food plant. 
Packard, A. S. 1877. The injurious insects of the west. S. E. Cassino, Salem. 
Appearance and habits of cutworms are discussed. The larva of Agrotis suffusa 
is described. (717) 
Packard, C. M. 1930. Overflow worm (Agrotis ypsilon). Rep. N. Cent. States Entomol. 
Conf. 9:21-22. 
"OVERFLOW WORM (Agrotis ypsllon). C. M. Packard opened the discussion with 
the following statement: This insect destroyed several hundred acres of young 
corn in the Wabash River bottoms of southern Indiana last summer following late 
overflows. The poison bran bait usually reconunended and found successful in 
controlling this insect under similar conditions in other states was entirely 
ineffective here, evidently due to the fact that the worms did not move about 
on the surface of the ground to any extent after the bait was spread. The lack 
of surface activity on the part of the worms was evidently due to the extremely 
dry, lumpy condition of the soil and low atmospheric humidity." 
Paulian, R. and P. Viette. 1955. Essai d'un catalogue biologique des Lepidopteres 
heteroceres de Tananarive. Mem. Institut. Res. Scient. Madagascar. Ser. E. 
Entomol. 6:208. 
In Madagascar Agrotis ipsilon is particularly 
cultivated legumes, and potatoes. 
destructive to tobacco, cotton, 
Persson, B. 1974. Diel distribution of oviposition in Agrotis ipsilon (Hufn.), 
Agrotis munda (Walk.), and Heliothis armigera (Hbn.), (Lep. Noctuidae), in 
relation to temperature and moonlight. Experiments in an egg-laying recording 
apparatus in Queensland, Australia. Entomol. Scand. 5:196-208. 
Oviposition was affected by a number of external factors. Temperature was the 
most important but the combined influence of temperature and moonlight had a 
great degree of influence on egg-laying. The study indicated moonlight has a 
negative influence on oviposition. Strong moonlight prevented females from lay-
ing eggs and also caused them to stop if they had already started. 
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Plenet, A. 1960. Parasites animaux des principales plantes cultiv~es a la Reunion. 
Rev. Agr. Reunion (N.S.) 60:167-181. 
Agrotis ypsilon and Prodenia litura are reported as pests of potatoes on Reunion 
Island, just east of the Malagasy Republic. (174) 
Poitout, S. 1969. Inbreeding among Noctuidae. Evidence of its importance in breed-
ings under artificial conditions. Ann. Zool. Econ. Anim. 1(3):245-264. 
"A stock of Noctuidae maintained in laboratory breeding (on natural or artifi-
cial medium (degenerates usually after two or three generations. This degenera-
tion is not linked with the type of feeding or the environmental conditions. 
On the contrary, it is clearly related to the inbreeding conditions, which are 
mostly created unintentionally. By avoiding systematically strict inbreeding 
in our breedings on artificial medium, we could obtain 14 generations of Heli-
coverpa armigera (instead of 3), 10 generations of Amathes c-nigrum (instead 
of 5), 28 generations of Spodoptera exigua (instead of 2). This phenomenon 
has also heen shown for Namestra oleracea and Peridroma saucia. The stocks 
maintained in this way keep an average but constant fecundity and fertility." 
Only three generations of Scotia (=Agrotis) ipsilon could be reared before the 
culture degenerated due to inbreeding. 
Reese, .J. C. and S. D. Beck. 1976. Effects of allelochemics on the black cutworm, 
Agrotis ipsilon; effects of p-benzoquinone, hydroquinone, and duroquinone on 
larval growth, development, and utilization of food. Ann. Entomol. Soc. Amer. 
69:59-67. 
"The black cutworm, Agrotis ipsilon (Hufnagel), is a highly polyphagous species; 
therefore, the larvae are subjected to a wide variety of allelochemics. We have 
tested the hypothesis that some allelochemics may exert chronic effects on rate 
of growth, ingestion of food, utilization of food, and pupation. Growth and 
pupation were inhibited by p-benzoquinone. Duroquinone, a synthetic, inhibited 
survival, growth, and pupation." 
Reese, J. C. and S. D. Beck. 1976. Effects of allelochemics on the black cutworm, 
Agrotis ipsilon; effects of catechol, L-dopa, dopamine, and chlorogenic acid 
on larval growth, development, and utilization of food. Ann. Entomol. Soc. 
Amer. 69:68-72. 
"L-Dopa inhibited survival, growth, pupation, and pupal weight of the black 
cutworm, Agrotis ipsilon (Hufnagel). It inhibited growth by reducing assimila-
tion of food and hy reducing the efficiency of conversion of assimilated food 
into insect tissue, but had no effect on amounts ingested. Catechol did not 
inhjbit survival or ingestion, but inhibited growth and pupation. Chlorogenic 
acid and dopamine had no apparent effect on survival, growth, pupation, or 
pupal weight." 
Reese, .J. C. and S. D. Beck. 1976. Effects of allelochemics on the black cutworm, 
Agrotis ipsilon; effects of resorcinol, phloroglucinol, and gallic acid on 
larval growth, development, and utilization of food. Ann. Entomol. Soc. Amer. 
69:999-1003. 
"Further evidence is presented in support of the hypothesis that allelochemics 
may exert chronic effects on rates of larval growth, ingestion, and utilization 
of foo<l. Resorcinol inhibited ingestion and growth, but did not inhibit pupa-
tion or pupal weight of the black cutworm, Agrotis ipsilon (Hufnagel). Phloro-
glucinol inhibited survival, growth, and pupation. It inhibited growth by reduc-
ing the efficiency of conversion of assimilated food and the efficiency of 
conversion of ingested food. c;allic acid inhibited growth, survival, pupation, 
and assimilation of food." 
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Reese, J. C. and S. D. Beck. 1976. Effects of certain allelochemics on the growth 
and development of the black cutworm. Symp. Biol. Hung. 16:217-221. 
"The black cutworm, Agrotis ipsilon, is a highly polyphagous species and there-
fore the larvae are subject to a wide variety of allelochemics (secondary plant 
substances having effects on other organisms). We have undertaken the experi-
mental testing of the hypothesis that some of these allelochemics may have in 
addition to immediate effects on survival or feeding behavior, subtle chronic 
effects, even at low concentrations, on rate of growth, utilization of food 
and pupation. These subtle effects are best seen when the insect chronically 
ingests the chemical, as it would in a monoculture situation. We have found, 
for example, that certain chemicals which do not significantly inhibit 10-day 
survival, or have a slight effect on this parameter, may markedly inhibit pupa-
tion at concentrations of 10- 4M or lower. The concentrations at which we have 
found biological activity are well within the range at which many allelochemics 
occur in plants. We have been particularly interested in the chronic effects 
of substituted phenols and their oxidized forms (quinones)." 
Rings, R. W. and J. P. Sleesman. 1975. Controlling the cutworm. Ohio Agri. Res. 
and Dev. Ctr., Ohio Rep. 60(3):38-39. 
The black cutworm larva is described and illustrated. Typical feeding damage 
to lima bean, carrot, and potato are illustrated. Non-chemical methods include 
cultivation and mechanical barriers. Sevin, Spectracide, and Dylox are recom-
mended for chemical control. 
Rings, R. W., F. J. Arnold, and B. A. Johnson. 1975. Host range of the black cut-
worm on vegetables: a bibliography. Bull. Entomol. Soc. Amer. 21(4):229-234. 
This publication documents the known host range of the black cutworm on vegeta-
bles from 19 countries. Thirty-seven vegetable host plants are listed and a 
bibliography showing the source of the reference is included. 
Rings, R. W. and F. J. Arnold. 1976. Supplemental annotated bibliographies of the 
black cutworm, glassy cutworm, bronzed cutworm, bristly cutworm, and dingy cut-
worm. Supplement I. Ohio Agri. Res. and Dev. Ctr., Res. Circ. 212:1-44. 
This is the first supplement to "A world-wide, annotated bibliography of the 
black cutworm, Agrotis ipsilon (Hufnagel)" and contains an additional 172 cita-
tions and annotations on the species. 
Rings, R. W., G. J. Musick, A. J. Keaster, and W. H. Luckmann. 1976. Geographical 
distribution and economic importance of the black, glassy, and bronzed cutworms. 
Coop. Plant Pest Rep. 1(16):173-179. 
The geographical distribution of three species of cutworms are shown on distri-
bution maps of the United States and lower Canada. The economic importance of 
the species is discussed historically and currently. 
Rings, R. W. and G. J. Musick. 1976. A pictorial field key to the armyworms and 
cutworms attacking corn in the North Central States. Ohio Agri. Res. and Dev. 
Ctr., Res. Circ. 221:1-36. 
This publication contains two pictorial keys. The first key is for the identi-
fication of the different groups of soil pests such as slugs, wireworms, and 
caterpillars. There are 46 black and white illustrations showing the dorsal 
and lateral views of each caterpillar and other identification aids such as 
mandibles and skin texture. Suggestions are given on how to scout for cutworms 
and armyworms and how to preserve them for future studies. 
Rings, R. W. 1977. An illustrated field key to common cutworm, armyworm, and 
looper moths in the North Central States. Ohio Agri. Res. and Dev. Ctr., Res. 
Circ. 227:1-60. 
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This publication is designed to assist pest management supervisors, entomolo-
gists, and county agents in identifying economically important species of moths. 
There are 34 black and white photographic illustrations of moths and a small 
silhouette beside each illustration indicates the approximate size of the 
species. 
Rings, R. W. 1977. A pictorial field key to the armyworms and cutworms attacking 
vegetables in the North Central States. Ohio Agri. Res. and Dev. Ctr., Res. 
Circ. 231:1-35. 
This publication contains two pictorial keys. The first key is for the identi-
fication of the different groups of soil pests such as slugs, wireworms, and 
caterpillars. There are 40 black and white illustrations showing the dorsal 
and lateral views of each caterpillar and other identification aids such as 
mandibles and skin texture. Suggestions are given on how to scout for cutworms 
and armyworms and how to preserve them for future studies. 
Ripper, W. E. 1965. Cotton pests of the Sudan, their habits and control. Blackwell 
Sci. Publ., Oxford, England. 345 pp. 
The economic importance, type of injury, plants attacked, life history, descrip-
tion and behavior, infestations, natural enemies, and control measures for cut-
worms are discussed. The more important species in the Sudan are Agrotis ypsilon 
(Rott.), Agrotis segetum (Schiff.), and Euxoa spinifera (Hb.). 
Roark, R. C. 1950. A digest of information on toxaphene. U. S. Bur. Entomol. and 
Plant Quar., Ser. E. 802:1-85. 
A 5% toxaphene dust gave good control of Agrotinae as did a suspension spray 
providing a comparable dosage. Toxaphene dusts of 3% and 5% strengths were 
about as effective as similar strengths of DDT. (36) 
Salmon, J. T. and J. D. Bradley. 1956. Cape Lepidoptera. Records of the Dominion 
Museum 3(1):1-212. 
Agrotis ypsilon is recorded from the Auckland Islands. (63) 
Schaefer, B. and A. Breyer. 1942. List of the Lepidoptera of Catamarca and various 
observations. Rev. Soc. Entomol. Arg. 11(3):221-229. 
"Agrotis ypsilon Rott. - Villa Cubas (Capital) 55 m (above sea level) July 1939." 
(227) 
Schatz, V. W. 1953. Agrotis ypsilon Rott. als Schadling an Zuckerriiben (Agrotis 
ypsilon Rott. as a pest of sugar beets.) Nachrich tenbl. Bayer Entomol. 2:13-14. 
Agrotis ypsilon Rott. is described as a pest of sugar beets in Germany. The 
seasonal history of the species is described. Agrotis segetum Schiffermiiller 
is also a pest of sugar beets. (Translated from German.) 
Schoenbohm, R. B. and F. T. Turpin. Effect of parasitism by Meteorus leviventris 
on corn foliage consumption and corn seedling cutting by the black cutworm. J. 
Econ. Entomol. 70(4):457-459 
"Black cutworm larvae, Agrotis ipsilon (Hufnagel), when parasitized by Meteorus 
leviventris (Wesmael), consume 24.1% less corn foliage and cut 36.4% fewer corn 
seedlings than nonparasitized larvae. Reduced consumption and cutting were 
caused by cessation of host feeding activity following parasite emergence. Be-
cause parasitism by M. leviventris reduces potential black cutworm damage to 
seedling corn, treatment threshold precision can be increased by considering 
field rates of parasitism." 
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Sen, A. C. 1953. Bihar Dep. Agr., Annu. Prag. Rep., Sec. Entomol. 1-21. 
Studies on life history, sex ratio, alternate host plants, and comparative 
efficacy of insecticides against Agrotis ypsilon are discussed. (6-7) 
Sengupta, G. C. and B. K. Behura. 1957. Annotated list of crop pests in the State 
of Orissa. Mem. Entomol. Soc. India 5:1-44. 
Agrotis ypsilon is listed as a minor pest of pulses and legumes in Orissa. (9) 
Shaw, J. T., W. H. Brink, D. W. Sherrod, and W. H. Luckmann. 1975. Predicting in-
festations of wireworms, corn rootworms, and black cutworms in Illinois corn-
fields. 27th Ill. Custom Spray Oper. Train. Sch., Sum of Presentations:74-79. 
Characteristics of 15 Illinois cornfields with infestations of Agrotis ipsilon 
larvae are discussed. Previous cutworm problems, surface debris and litter, 
soybeans planted the previous year, bottornland, and poor drainage were charac-
teristics common to fields with black cutworm infestation. Feeding behavior 
and experiments with systemic insecticides are also discussed. (76-79) 
Silveira-Guido, A. and J. C. Bruhn. 1965. Los enemigos del girasol en El Uruguay. 
Univ. Rep. Uruguay, Fae. de Agron. Bull No. 81:1-64. 
The economic importance, geographical distribution, life cycle, and control 
of the black cutworm as a pest of sunflowers are discussed. The larva and 
adult are described and illustrated. Euxoa ypsilon (Rotternburg) is listed as 
a synonym. (20-22) (Translated from Spanish.) 
South, R. 1948. The moths of the British Isles. Series I. 3rd. Ed. Frederick 
Warne & Co. Ltd., London. 312 pp. 
The larva and adult Agrotis ipsilon are briefly described and its seasonal 
and geographical distribution are discussed. (209-210) 
Speyer, A. 1875. Agrotis ypsilon Hufn. (Suffusa Wv.) Entomol. Zeitung. (Pub. by 
the Entomol. Soc. of Stettin) 131-175. 
This is a comparative study of specimens of ipsilon from Massachusetts, New 
York, New Zealand, and Germany. Specimen size is indicated in mm. of wing-
spread. ( 135) 
Spitzer, K. 1972. Seasonal adult activity of Scotia ipsilon Hfn. (Lepidoptera, 
Noctuidae) in Bohemia. Acta Entomol. Bohemoslovaca 69(6):395-400. 
This contribution deals with the flight and reproductive seasonal activity of 
Scotia ipsilon Hfn. investigated in Bohemia (Czechoslovakia). The results 
indicate only one autochthonous generation per annum. The population of s. 
ipsilon in Bohemia is renewed every year by migrations from the South (proba-
bly Mediterranean). The migrants appear at the end of April, usually reaching 
a peak during June. Adults of one autochthonous generation emerge during 
August and September and disappear abruptly later in autumn. Their southward 
"return" migration is highly probable. The imaginal diapause (hibernation) 
seems not to be successful in Bohemia, according to the non-diapause condition 
of the ovary and fat reserves in autumn. 
Staudi~ger, 0. 1871. Catalog der Lepidopteren des Europaeischen faunengebiets. I. 
Macrolepidoptera. Dresden, Germany. 
"1229. Ypsilon. Rott. Naturf. XI p. 141 (1776); ? Ipsilon Hufn. Berl. M. III 
P. 416. Suffusa (S.V. p. 80 n. Cat.) Hb. 134; Tr. V, 1. 152; God. 69, 1.2; Gn. 
1 269; Spinula Esp. 63, 6.7. Eur. (Exe. reg. bor. And. et Sic.); As. oc; Sib. 
or.'' (88) 
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Sulcs, A. and J. Viidalepp. 1969. Verbreitung der Grosschmetterlinge (Macroledi-
doptera) in Balticum. Deut. Entomol. Z. 16:217-272. 
Scotia ipsilon Hfn. was prevalent in Litauen, Germany. It was abundant in 
Lettland but did not occur in Estland. (218) 
Swezey, O. H. 1937. Notes on potato insects in Hawaii. Proc. Haw. Entomol. Soc. 
9(3):433-435. 
"The greasy cutworm was present to some extent, feeding on weeds, also on the 
potato plants, and when the potatoes were being harvested, frequently tubers 
were found considerably eaten by them. As a demonstration of their eating 
capacity, a full-grown cutworm when placed with an uninjured tuber overnight 
ate a cavity as large as its own bulk. A few of the variegated cutworm were 
also found working similarly to the above." (433) 
Swier, S. R., R. W. Rings, and G. J. Musick. 1976. Reproductive behavior of the 
black cutworm, Agrotis ipsilon. Ann. Entomol. Soc. Amer. 69(3):546-550. 
"Calling S black cutworms, Agrotis ipsilon (Hufnagel), showed visual orienta-
tion to live and dead moths. Traps baited with virgin females were most effec-
tive at a height of 1.5 meters. Females were most active in calling from mid-
night to 3 a.m. Most matings occurred about 6 hours after dark under a 10-hour 
scotophase. Females 4 days old were most attractive to males. Peak attractancy 
corresponded to age of peak 'ovarian development. The mean age at copulation 
for females was also 4 days. Oviposition by the black cutworm commenced on 
the 3rd day and peaked the 6th day after emergence at 24 ± 1.1° C and 70 ± 5% 
RH. II 
Swinhoe, C. 1900. Catalogue of Eastern and Australian Lepidoptera Heterocera in 
the collection of the Oxford University Museum. Part 2:8. 
Noctua ypsilon, Phalaena idonea, Bombyx spinula, Noctua suffusa, and Agrotis 
suffusa are given as synonyms of Agrotis ypsilon. 
Tawfik, M. F. S., M. T. Kira, and S. M. I. Metwally. 1974. A survey of the insect 
fauna of corn fields in Egypt. Bull. Soc. Entomol. Egypt 58:145-152. 
Agrotis ipsilon was recorded from corn fields of Giza. (147) 
Thongsinthusak, T. and R. I. Krieger. 1974. Inhibitory and inductive effect of 
piperonyl butoxide on dihydroisodrin hydroxylation in vivo and in vitro in 
black cutworm (Agrotis ypsilon) larvae. Life Sci. 14:2131-2141. 
Biphasic inhibition and stimulation of microsomal oxidase activity in tissue 
homogenates in vitro and of dihydrosodrin hydroxylation in vivo in Agrotis 
ypsilon larvae have been produced by pretreating larvae with piperonyl butoxide. 
Treat, A. E. Mites of moths and butterflies. Cornell Univ. Press. 332 pp. 
A paratype of the parasitic mite, Momorangia vallata Southcott, has the dis-
tinction of being the only mite thus far recorded from a moth taken at sea. 
The host was one of nine specimens of Agrotis ipsilon taken during February 
1970 20 miles off the west coast of New Zealand. (213) Undetermined species 
of Tyrophagus were found dead in a dry, unspread male of Agrotis ipsilon in New 
Jersey in 1956. (292) 
Treitschke F. 1825. Die Schmetterlinge von Europa. 5(1):152. 
Agrotis suffusa (=A. ipsilon) is briefly described in Latin. Twelve references 
in English, German, and French are cited as synonomical references. (152) 
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Viette, P. 1957. Lepidoptereres (excepte les tordeuses et les geometrides). Mem. 
Inst. Res. Sci. de Madagascar. Ser. E. Entomol. 8:1-226. 
Agrotis ipsilon was reported from Reunion (an island 650 miles east of the 
Malagasy Republic near Africa). (185) 
Viette, P. 1959. Lepidopteres de 11 ile Amsterdam (recoltes de Patrice Paulian, 
1955-1956). Bull. Soc. Entomol. France 64(1-2):22-25. 
Agrotis ipsilon (Hufnagel) js cosmopolitan in distribution and is a pest of 
tobacco, cotton, and lucerne. It is reported as a pest in Queensland, New 
Zealand, South Africa, Madagascar, and Holland. (25) (Translated from French.) 
Walker, F. 1856. List of the specimens of Lepidopterous insects of the Britich 
Museum. 10:334. 
A female Agrotis bipars (=ypsilon) from Venezuela is described. 
Wallace, C. R. 1960. Report on an investigation of agricultural pests in St. Helena, 
1957-1959. (London) Colon. Off. 54 pp. 
Agrotis ipsilon is recorded as a pest of peas. (5) 
Wallengren, H. D. J. 1860. Lepidopterologische mittheilungen. Wiener Entomol. 
Monatschrift 4:161-176. 
Agrotis ipsilon is described as a "new species," Agrotis frivola, in Latin. The 
"new species" was from Montevideo, Uruguay. (169) (Translated from German.) 
Warren, W. 1909. Rhyacia. In Seitz, A. Macrolepidoptera of the world 3:35-56. 
The adult Rhyacia ypsilon is described. Also described are ab. annexa Steph. 
nee Tr., a small aberrant form, and ab. pallida Tutt, which has a white outer 
margin of the forewing. (37-38) 
Weigel, C. A. and L. G. Baumhofer. 1948. Handbook on insect enemies of flowers 
and shrubs. U. S. Dep. Agr. Misc. Publ. 626:1-115. 
Appearance, food plants, type of injury, and control methods are described 
briefly. Amathes ypsilon is one of the most common species. (2-3) 
Wheeler, A. G., Jr. 1975. Insect associates of Gingko biloba. Entomol. News 86 
(1&2): 37-44. 
"Agrotis ipsilon (Hufnagel) - Egg mass on leaf 28, July, Lancaster Co.; reared 
to maturity on gingko in laboratory, but in nature larvae probably would have 
dropped to ground to feed." (40) 
Wolff, N. L. 1970. Revideret fortegnelse over Faerernes sommerfugle. (A revised 
list of the Lepidoptera known from the Faroe Islands.) Entomol. Meddelelser 
38:3-14. 
Agrotis ipsilon Hufnagel (=Rhyacia ypsilon Rott.) was reported as an immigrant 
to the Faroe Islands. These islands are a part of Denmark and are situated in 
the north Atlantic Ocean some 400 miles west of the coast of Denmark. (11) 
(Translated from Danish.) 
Yano, K. 1964. Insects of Campbell Island. Lepidoptera: Tineidae, Elachistidae, 
Hyponomeutidae, Oecophoridae, Tortricidae, Pterophoridae, Noctuidae. Pacific 
Insects Monogr. 7:255-259. 
Agrotis ipsilon (Hufnagel) was reported from four localities on Campbell Island; 
Beeman Camp, Beeman Station, Mt. Lyall, and Rennell. Campbell Island is about 
650 miles south of New Zealand. The world distribution of ipsilon was recorded 
as Europe, Japan, Sachalin, Korea, Ryuku Isl., and North America. (259) 
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Yokoi, Shinji, Keigo Matsumoto, and Hideakira Tsuji. 1975. Laboratory evaluation of 
isoxathion and Al0-64 as soil insecticides against the black cutworm and the 
cupreous chafer. Ann. Sankyo Res. Lab 27:78-84. 
Two organophosphorous insecticides, isoxathion (E-48) and Al0-64, were very 
effective against the larvae of the black cutworm and the cupreous chafer when 
they were incorporated into soil. Isoxathion has no fumigant effect, and the 
superior killing activity and moderate persistency seemed to be the main factors 
contributing to the effect of this insecticide in soil. Al0-64, however, was 
highly active as a fumigant even when incorporated into soil, and this may in-
fluence the effect of this compound in soil. 
Zaazou, M. H., H. S. M. Fahmy, A. A. M. Kamel, and A. IL El-Hemaesy. 1973. Annual 
movement and host plants of Agrotis ipsilon (Hufn.) in Egypt. Soc. Entomol. 
Egypt Bull. 57:175-180. 
Infestation by Agrotis ipsilon began in Upper Egypt from September to November 
and then proceeded to Middle and Lower Egypt until May and June. Greatest dam-
age to winter crops occurred in Upper Egypt. Many plants in their early stage 
can act as hosts for A. ipsilon, including Egyptian clover, alfalfa, lentil, 
wheat, fenugreek, chick pea, Egyptian lupin, chichling vetch, broad bean, peas, 
soybean, tomato, strawberry, cotton seedljngs, and corn. 
Zaazou, M. H., H. S. M. Fahmy, A. A. M. Kamel, and A.H. El-Hemaesy. 1973. Effect 
of food on the development of the greasy cutworm, Agrotis ipsilon (Hufn.). 
Soc. Entomol. Egypt Bull. 57:379-386. 
The larval instar durations were correlated with the percentage of water content 
and crude protein in various food plants (berseem, chick pea, corn, and fenu-
greek). Pupal weight and adult longevity are also affected by larval food. 
Zerny, H. 1935. Die Lepidoptcrcrfauna des grossen atlas in Marokko and seiner 
randgebiete. Mem. Soc. Sci. Natur. Maroc. 42: 1-21. 
Moths of Agrotis ypsilon Rott. were collected at Oheres Reraia-Tal from May 25 
to 28 and at Ijoukak from June 20 to 30 in Prench Morocco. (Translated from 
German.) 
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II. Supplement to Glassy Cutworm Bibliography 
Caesar, L. 1927. Insects attacking vegetables. Ont. Dep. Agr. Bull. 325:1-63. 
Types of injury, life history, and control of Sidemia devastator are given. 
(6-8) 
Fitch, A. 1856. Indian corn. Affecting the stalks. 1st and 2nd Rep. Noxious, 
Beneficial and Other Insects, State of N.Y. 1-2:310-320. 
The adult Agrotis devastator is described and illustrated (315: Plate 3, 
Fig. 2). 
Life history, habits, and control of cutworms are discussed. 
Grote, A. R. 1873. VII. A study of North American Noctuidae. Bull. Buffalo Soc. 
Nat. Sci. 1-95:128. 
Phalaena devastator (Brace) and Mamestra ordinaria (Walker) are given as syno-
nyms of Badena devastator. Habitat, Atlantic District. (108) 
Grote, A. R. 1875. Check list of the Noctuidae of America, North of Mexico. Bein-
ecke & Zesch., Printers, Buffalo, N. Y. 28 pp. 
The glassy cutworm is included in this list as Hadena devastatrix Grote. 
Phalaena devastator Brace, Agrotis devant Auct., Mamestra ordinaria Walker, 
Mamestra unicolor WaJker, and Mamestra contenta Walker were considered synonyms. 
(8) 
Lintner, J. A. 1888. Cutworms. N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 6:1-36. 
Appearance, habits, natural history, favorable conditions, food plants, litera-
ture, predators and parasites, and control measures for cutworms in general are 
discussed. Badena devastatrix is reported attacking corn and cabbage. The 
larva and adult are illustrated. 
Rings, R. W. and F. J. Arnold. 1976. Supplemental annotated bibliographies of the 
black cutworm, glassy cutworm, bronzed cutworm, bristly cutworm, and dingy 
cutworm. Supplement I. Ohio Agri. Res. and Dev. Ctr., Res. Circ. 212:1-44. 
This is the first supplement to the annotated bibliography of the glassy cut-
worm and contains 21 additional citations and annotations. 
Rings, R. W., G. J. Musick, A. J. Keaster, and W. H. Luckmann. 1976. Geographical 
distribution and economic importance of the black, glassy, and bronzed cutworms. 
U.S. Dep. Agr,, Coop. Plant Pest Rep. 1(16):173-179. 
The geographical distribution of the glassy cutworm is mapped for the United 
States and lower Canada. Outbreaks of the species are also shown on the map. 
Rings, R. W. and G. J. Musick. 1976. A pictorial field key to the armyworms and 
cutworms attacking corn in the North Central States. Ohio Agri. Res. and Dev. 
Ctr., Res. Circ. 221:1-36. 
This publication contains two pictorial keys. The first key is for the identi-
fication of the different groups of soil pests such as slugs, wireworms, and 
caterpillars. There are 46 black and white illustrations showing the dorsal 
and lateral views of each caterpillar and other identification aids such as 
mandibles and skin texture. Suggestions are given on how to scout for cutworms 
and armyworms and how to preserve them for future studies. 
Rings, R. W. 1977. An illustrated field key to common cutworm, armyworm, and looper 
moths in the North Central States. Ohio Agri. Res. and Dev. Ctr., Res. Circ. 
227:1-60. 
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This publication is designed to assist pest management supervisors, entomologists, 
and county agents in identifying economically important species of moths. There 
are 34 black and white photographic illustrations of moths and a small silhou-
ette beside each illustration indicates the approximate size of the species. 
Rings, R. W. 1977. A pictorial field key to the armyworms and cutworms attacking 
vegetables in the North Central States. Ohio Agri. Res. and Dev. Ctr., Res. 
Circ. 231:1-35. 
This publication contains two pictorial keys. The first key is for the identi-
fication of the different groups of soil pests such as slugs, wireworms, and 
caterpillars. There are 40 black and white illustrations showing the dorsal 
and lateral views of each caterpillar and other identification aids such as 
mandibles and skin texture. Suggestions are given on how to scout for cutworms 
and armyworms and how to preserve them for future studies. 
Smith, P. W., J. G. Taylor, and J. W. Apple. 1959. 
equipped with 6- and 15-watt blacklight lamps. 
1214. 
A comparison of insect traps 
J. Econ. Entomol. 52(6):1212-
"In recent years entomologists have made increasing use of self-draining omni-
directional light traps (Taylor et al. 1956) equipped with 15-watt blacklight 
(BL) fluorescent lamps (1950 fluorens). Three years' experience with such a 
trap in Wisconsin has shown it was satisfactory for collecting many nocturnal 
species. In 1958 a study was conducted near Arlington, Wis., comparing this 
trap with a smaller self-draining omnidirectional unit equipped with a 6-watt 
blacklight lamp (570 fluorens)." (1212) The 6-watt trap, during eight nights 
of operation, trapped 167 glassy cutworm moths while the 15-watt BL trap caught 
205 moths of this species. (1213) 
Steck, W., E. W. Underhill, and M. D. Chisholm. 1977. Attraction and inhibition in 
moth species responding to sex-attractant lures containing Z-11-hexadecen-l-yl-
acetate. J. Chem. Ecol. 3(5):603-612. 
Sex attractants for several sympatric noctuid moths required Z-11-hexadecen-l-
yl acetate and additional olefinic compounds (co-attractants) for effective, 
species-specific operation. In nearly all cases at least one of the co-attrac-
tant compounds for each species functioned as a strong inhibitor of one or more 
of the other species in the group. It was concluded that species specificity 
in sex attractants can be achieved through conspecific co-attractants which are 
at the same time transspecific inhibitors. The attractant-inhibitor relation-
ships of four species including c. devastor of moths requiring Zll-16:Ac as a 
common attractant component is discussed. 
Steck, W., E. W. Underhill, B. K. Bailey, and M. D. Chisholm. 1977. A sex 
attractant for male moths of the glassy cutworm Crymodes devastator (Brace), 
a mixture of Z-11-hexadecen-l-yl acetate, A-11-hexadecenal and Z-7 dodecen-1-yl 
acetate. Environ. Entomol. 6(2):270-273. 
"Adult males of the glassy cutworm, Crymodes devastator (Brace), were attracted 
to traps baited with equal part mixtures of Z-11-hexadecen-l-yl acetate, Z-11-
hexadecenal, and Z-7 dodecen-1-yl acetate. Other species were not attracted to 
this ternary sex attractant. Electroantennogram measurements revealed strong 
male antennal stimulations by each of the three components. Attractancy in the 
field was completely inhibited by the incorporation of small quantities of either 
Z-11-hexadecen-l-ol or Z-9-tetradecen-l-yl acetate in the chemical lures." 
Treat, A. E. 1975. Mites of moths and butterflies. Cornell Univ. Press. 132 pp. 
One female Blattisocius keegani Fox, a parasitic mite, was taken from the abdo-
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men of a male Crymodes devastator at Tyringham, Mass., July 11, 1958. (94) 
The parasitic mite, Blattisocius tarsalis (Berlese) was found infesting c. 
devastator in August 1955 at Salt Lake City, Utah. (99) 
Underhill, E. W., M. 0. Chisholm, and W. Steck. 1977. Environ. Entomol. 6(2):333-7. 
Olefinic aldehydes as constituents of sex attractants for noctuid moths. 
"Alkenals have recently become known as components of the sex pheromones of a 
few lepidopterous species. A field survey of aldehydes and aldehyde-acetate 
mixtures as candidate lures for moths revealed general attractant activity in 
straight olefinic aldehydes of carbon number 12, 14, and 16. The numerous 
species captured by baited traps indicated that aldehydes may be as important 
in sex attractants as the better known acetates and alcohols. The main species 
captured were Acronicta sperata Grote, Ceramica picta (Harris), Agrotis volubi-
lis Harvey, Crymodes devastator (Brace), Eurois astricta Morrison, Euxoa acornis 
Smith, Euxoa obelisaoides Guenee, Faronta diffusa (Walker), Feltia ducens 
(Walker), Fishia derelicta Hampson, Lithomoia solidaginis Hubner, Nephelodes 
emmedonia (Cramer), Polia tacoma Strecker, and Schinia bina Guenee." 
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III. Supplement to Bronzed Cutworm Bibliography 
1974 Can. Insect Pest Rev. 52: 7, 11, 12. 
"An outbreak of the bronzed cutworm occurred on the Tantramar Marshes near 
Nappan (Nova Scotia) . (7) "Light to heavy infestations of the cutworm occurred 
in the Tantramar Marsh area. Injury to the grasses was not heavy: Many cut-
worm larvae died, most likely from disease in the fourth and fifth ins tars." 
(11) In Nova Scotia "bronze cutworm, Nephelodes minians, Guenee, on marsh 
grasses near Sackville averaged about 2 per sq. ft. on high dyke banks on May 
21." (12) 
Untner, J. A. 1888. Cutworms. N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 6:1-36. 
Appearance, habits, natural history, favorable conditions, food plants, litera-
ture, predators, parasites, and control measures for cutworms are discussed. 
Nephelodes violans (=minians) is recorded attacking corn. 
Rings, R. W. and F. J. Arnold. 1976. Supplemental annotated bibliographies of the 
black cutworm, glassy cutworm, bronzed cutworm, bristly cutworm, and dingy cut-
worm. Supplement I. Ohio Agri. Res. and Dev. Ctr., Res. Circ. 212:1-44. 
This is the first supplement to the annotated bibliography of the bronzed cut-
worm and contains 22 additional citations and annotations. 
Rings, R. W., G. J. Musick, A. J. Keaster, and W. H. Luckmann. 1976. Geographical 
distribution and economic importance of the black, glassy, and bronzed cutworms. 
U.S. Dep. Agr., Coop. Plant Pest Rep. 1(16):173-179. 
The geographical distribution of the bronzed cutworm is mapped for the United 
States and lower Canada. Outbreaks of the species are also shown on the map. 
Rings, R. W. and G. J. Musick. 1976. A pictorial field key to the armyworms and 
cutworms attacking corn in the North Central States. Ohio Agri. Res. and Dev. 
Ctr., Res. Circ. 221:1-36. 
This publication contains two pictorial keys. The first key is for the identi-
fication of the different groups of soil pests such as slugs, wireworms, and 
caterpillars. There are 46 black and white illustrations showing the dorsal 
and lateral views of each caterpillar and other identification aids such as 
mandibles and skin texture. Suggestjons are given on how to scout for cutworms 
and armyworms and how to preserve them for future studies. 
Rings, R. W. 1977. An illustrated field key to common cutworm, armyworm, and 
looper moths in the North Central States. Ohio Agri. Res. and Dev. Ctr., Res. 
Circ. 227:1-60. 
This publication js designed to assist pest management supervisors, entomologists, 
and county agents in identifying economically important species of moths. There 
are 34 black and white photographic illustrations of moths and a small silhouette 
beside each illustration indicates the approximate size of the species. 
Rings, R. W. 1977. A pictorial field key to the arrnyworms and cutworms attacking 
vegetables in the North Central States. Ohio Agri. Res. and Dev. Ctr., Res. 
Circ. 231: 1-35. 
This p11blication contains two pictorial keys. The first key is for the identi-
fication of the different groups of soil pests such as slugs, wireworms, and 
caterpillars. There are 40 black and white illustrations showing the dorsal 
and lateral views of each caterpillar and other identification aids such as man-
dibles and skin texture. Suggestions are given on how to scout for cutworms 
and armyworms and how to pr0serve them for future studies. 
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Smith, P. W., J. G. Taylor, and J. W. Apple. 1959. 
equipped with 6-and 15-watt blacklight lamps. 
1214. 
A comparison of insect traps 
J, Econ. Entomol. 52(6):1212-
"In recent years entomologists have made increasing use of self-draining omni-
directional light traps (Taylor et al., 1956) equipped with 15-watt blacklight 
(BL) fluorescent lamps (1950 fluorens). Three years' experience with such a 
trap in Wisconsin has shown it was satisfactory for collecting many nocturnal 
species. In 1958 a study was conducted near Arlington, Wis., comparing this 
trap with a smaller self-draining omnidirectional unit equipped with a 6-watt 
blacklight lamp (570 fluorens)." (1212) The 6-watt trap, during 14 nights of 
operation, trapped 119 bronzed cutworm moths while the 15-watt BL trap.caught 
227 moths of this species. (1213) 
Underhill, E. w., M. D. Chisholm, and W. Steck. 1977. Olefinic aldehydes as con-
stituents of sex attractants for noctuid moths. ,Environ. Entomol. 6(2):333-7. 
Alkenals have recently become known as components of the sex pheromones of a 
few lepidopterous species. A field survey of aldehydes and aldehyde-acetate 
mixtures as candidate lures for moths revealed general attractant activity in 
straight olefinic aldehydes of carbon number 12, 14, and 16. The numerous 
species captured by baited traps indicated that aldehydes may be as important 
in sex attractants as the better known acetates and alcohols. The main species 
captured were Acronicta sperata Grote, ceramica picta (Harris), Agrotis volubilis 
Harvey, Crymodes devastator (Brace), Eurois astricta Morrison, Euxoa acornis 
Smith, Euxoa obeliscoides Guenee~ Faronta diffusa (Walker), Feltia ducens 
(Walker), Fishia derelicta Hampson, Lithomoia solidaginis Hubner, Nephelodes 
emmedonia (Cramer), Polia tacoma Strecker, and Schinia bina Guenee. 
Webster, F. M. 1893. Miscellaneous entomological papers. Bull. Ohio Agri. Exp. 
Sta. 51(4):138. 
"For the major portion of the cutworms, I have much faith in laying down of 
poisoned grass or clover baits, but the larvae of Hadena devastatrix Brace 
and H. stipata Morris cannot be reached in this manner, as they do not come to 
the surface to feed. The first eats the plants directly off a short distance 
above the roots, while the last eats into the stem at about the same place, 
then tunnels its way upward, eating out the heart after the manner of the stalk 
borer, Hydraecia nitela Gn." 
Zhdanov, V. M. 1953. Determination of viruses in man and animals. Acad. Med. Sci. 
USSR, Moscow, 348 pp. 
Title only. 
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IV. Supplement to Bristly Cutworm Bibliography 
Grote, A. R. 1875. Check list of the Noctuidae of America, North of Mexico. 
Beinecke & Zesch, Printers, Buffalo, N. Y. 28 pp. 
The bristly cutworm is included in this list as Mamestra renigera Grote. 
Celaena renigera Stephens and Celaena herbimacula Guenee were considered 
synonyms. (8) 
Lintner, J. A. 1888. Cutworms. N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 6:1-36. 
Appearance, habits, natural history, favorable conditions, food plants, litera-
ture, predators, parasites, and control measures for cutworms are discussed. 
Mamestra renigera occurs in New York. 
Milliron, H. E. 1958. Economic insect and allied pests of Delaware. Del. Agri. Exp. 
Sta. Bull. 321:1-87. 
Lacinipolia renigera is recorded as a minor pest of alfalfa and clover. (9, 20) 
Rings, R. W. and F. J. Arnold. 1976. Supplemental annotated bibliographies of the 
black cutworm, glassy cutworm, bronzed cutworm, bristly cutworm, and dingy cut-
worm. Ohio Agri. Res. and Dev. Ctr., Res. Circ. 212:1-44. 
This is the first supplement to the annotated bibliography of the bristly cut-
worm and contains nine additional citations and annotations. 
Rings, R. W. and G. J. Musick. 1976. A pictorial field key to the armyworms and 
cutworms attacking corn in the North Central States. Ohio Agri. Res. and Dev. 
Ctr., Res. Circ. 221:1-36. 
This publication contains two pictorial keys. The first key is for the identi-
fication of the different groups of soil pests such as slugs, wireworms and 
caterpillars. There are 46 black and white illustrations showing the dorsal 
and lateral views of each caterpillar and other identification aids such as 
mandibles and skin texture. Suggestions are given on how to scout for cutworms 
and armyworms and how to preserve them for future studies. 
Rings, R. W. 1977. An illustrated field key to common cutworm, armyworm, and 
looper moths in the North Central States. Ohio Agri. Res. and Dev. Ctr., Res. 
Circ. 227: 1-60. 
This publication is designed to assist pest management supervisors, entomolo-
gists, and county agents in identifying economically important species of moths. 
There are 34 black and white photographic illustrations of moths and a small 
silhouette beside each illustration indicates the approximate size of the species. 
Rings, R. W. 1977. A pictorial field key to the armyworms and cutworms attacking 
vegetables in the North Central States. Ohio Agri. Res. and Dev. Ctr., Res. 
Circ. 231: 1-35. 
This publication contains two pictorial keys. The first key is for the identi-
fication of the different groups of soil pests such as slugs, wireworms, and 
caterpillars. There are 40 black and white illustrations showing the dorsal 
and lateral views of each caterpillar and other identification aids such as 
mandibles and skin texture. Suggestions arc g]ven on how to scout for cutworms 
and armyworms and how to preserve them for future studies. 
Smith, P.A., J. G. Taylor, and J. W. Apple. 1959. 
equipped with 6- and 15-watt blacklight lamps. 
1214. 
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A comparison of insect traps 
J. Econ. Entomol. 52(6):1212-
"In recent years entomologists have made increasing use of self-draining omni-
directional light traps (Taylor et al., 1956) equipped with 15-watt blacklight 
(BL) fluorescent lamps (1950 fluorens). Three years' experience with such a 
trap in Wisconsin has shown it was satisfactory for collecting many nocturnal 
species. In 1958 a study was conducted near Arlington, Wis., comparing this 
trap with a smaller self-draining omnidirectional unit equipped with a 6-watt 
blacklight lamp (570 fluorens)." (1212) The 6-watt trap, during 16 nights of 
operations, caught 625 bristly cutworm moths while the 15-watt trap caught 849 
moths of this species. (1213) 
Treat, A. E. 1958. A five-year census of the moth ear mite in Tyringham, Massa-
chusetts. Ecol. 39:629-634. 
The moth ear mite, Myrmonyssus phaiaenodectes Treat, infested four bristly cut-
worm moths encountered in Tyringham, Mass., from 1952 to 1957. (632-633) 
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V. Supplement to Dingy Cutworm Bibliography 
In this bibliography Feltia ducens Walker and Feltia subgothica (Haworth) are 
considered as synonyms. Feltia herilis (Grote) and Feltia jaculifera (Guenee) are 
considered valid species. 
Fitch, A. 1856. Indian corn. Affecting the stalks. 1st and 2nd Rep. Noxious, 
Beneficial and Other Insects, State of N. Y. 1-2:310-320. 
Agrotis subgothica is the most common species of Agrotis in New York. The adult 
is described and illustrated (314; Plate 3, Fig. 1). Life history, habits, and 
control of cutworms are discussed. 
Grote, A. R. 1873. VII. A study of North American Noctuidae. Bull. Buffalo Soc. 
Natur. Sci. 1:95-128. 
A comparative description of Agrotis herilis and ,A. subgothica is given. (99) 
Grote, A. R. 1875. Check list of the Noctuidae of America, North of Mexico. Bein-
ecke & Zesch., Printers. Buffalo, N. Y. 28 pp. 
The dingy cutworm is included in this list as Agrotis subgothica (Haw.). 
Agrotis jaculifera Guenee was considered a synonym. (5) 
Grote, A. R. 1882. New checklist of North American moths. N. Y. Entomol. Club. 73 pp. 
The dingy cutworm is included in this checklist as Agrotis subgothica Haworth. 
Agrotis jaculifera Guenee is listed as a synonym. (24) 
Lintner, J. A. 1888. Cutworms. N. Y. State Mus. Bull. 6:1-36. 
Appearance, habits, natural history, favorable conditions, food plants, litera-
ture, predators, parasites, and control measures for cutworms are discussed. 
Agrotis subgothica and A. herilis are recorded attacking corn. 
McDunnough, J. H. 1928. A generic revision of North American agrotid moths. Can. 
Nat. Mus. Bull. 55:1-78. 
The moth of Feltia ducens Walker is described. The male genetalia are described 
and illustrated. (35) 
Milliron, H. E. 1958. Economic. insect and allied pests of Delaware. Del. Agri. 
Exp. Sta. Bull. 321:1-87. 
Feltia subgothica is recorded as a minor pest of clover, corn, crucifers, and 
potatoes, and a major pest of tomatoes in Delaware. (20,25,28,54,60) 
Rings, R. W. and F. J. Arnold. 1976. Supplemental annotated bibliographies of the 
black cutworm, glassy cutworm, bronzed cutworm, bristly cutworm, and dingy cut-
worm. Suppl0ment I. Ohio Agri. Res. and Dev. Ctr., Res. Circ. 212:1-44. 
This is the first supplement to the annotated bibliography of the dingy cutworm 
and contains 16 additional citations and annotations. 
Rings, R. W. and G. J. Musick. 1976. A pictorial field key to the armyworms and 
cutworms attacking corn in the North Central States. Ohio Agri. Res. and Dev. 
Ctr., Res. Circ. 221:1-36. 
This publication contains two pictorial keys. The first key is for the identi-
ciation of the different groups of soil pests such as slugs, wireworms and 
caterpillars. There are 46 black and white illustrations showing the dorsal 
and lateral views of each caterpillar and other identification aids such as 
mandibles and skin texture. Suggestions are given on how to scout for cutworms 
and armyworms and how to preserve them for future studies. 
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Rings, R. W. 1977. An illustrated field key to common cutworm, armyworm, and 
looper moths in the North Central States. Ohio Agri. Res. and Dev. Ctr., Res. 
Circ. 227:1-60. 
This publication is designed to assist pest management supervisors, entomolo-
gists, and county agents in identifying economically important species of moths 
There are 34 black and white photographic illustrations of moths and a small 
silhouette beside each illustration indicates the approximate size of the speci 
Rings, R. W. 1977. A pictorial field key to the armyworms and cutworms attacking 
vegetables in the North Central States. Ohio Agri. Res. and Dev. Ctr., Res. 
Circ. 231:1-35. . 
This publication contains two pictorial keys. The first key is for the identi-
fication of the different groups of soil pests such as slugs, wireworms, and 
caterpillars. There are 40 black and white illustrations showing the dorsal 
and lateral views of each caterpillar and other identification aids such as 
mandibles and skin texture. Suggestions are given on how to scout for cutworms 
and armyworms and how to preserve them for future studies. 
Rings, R. W. and F. J. Arnold. 1977. Geographical distribution and economic impor-
tance of the clay-backed, dingy, dusky, and sandhill cutworms. U. S. Dept. Agr 
Coop. Plant Pest Rep. 2(48-52):881-886. 
The economic importance of four species of cutworms attacking corn are discusse 
The occurrence of the four species in the United States and Lower Canada is 
illustrated. 
Ripley, L. B. 1923. The external morphology and postembryology of noctuid larvae. 
Ill. Biol. Mon. 3:5-102. 
The author reported that a dingy cutworm, Feltia subgothica, was accidentally 
left in water for 2 days but recovered after a few hours and resumed feeding. 
This provided the idea of using submergence in water as an index of the extent 
.of the development of the subterranean habit in cutworms. (52) 
Smith, P. W., J. G. Taylor, and J. W. Apple. 1959. 
equipped with 6- and 15-watt blacklight lamps. 
1214. 
A comparison of insect traps 
J. Econ. Entomol. 52(6):1212-
"In recent years entomologists have made increasing use of self-draining omni-
directional light traps (Taylor et al., 1956) equipped with 15-watt blacklight 
(BL) fluorescent lamps (1950 fluorens). Three years' experience with such a 
trap in Wisconsin has shown it was satisfactory for collecting many nocturnal 
species. In 1958 a study was conducted near Arlington, Wis., comparing this 
trap with a smaller self-draining omnidirectional unit equipped with a 6-watt 
blacklight lamp (570 fluorens). 11 (1212) The 6-watt trap, during 16 nights of 
operation, trapped 1,408 dingy cutworm moths while the 15-watt BL trap caught 
2, 051 moths of this species. (121.3) 
Smith, R. C. 1943. Common insects of Kansas. Kan. State Board Agr. Rep. 62(255): 
1-440. 
The adult Feltia subgothica is briefly described and illustrated. The larvae 
occur in grassland and alfalfa. (243) 
Treat, A. E. 1975. Mites of moths and butterflies. Cornell Univ. Press. 132 pp. 
Dicrocheles phalaenodectes is reported as a parasite of Feltia ducens. (.309) 
Underhill, E. W., M. D. Chisholm, and W. Steck. 1977. Olefinic aldehydes as con-
stituents of sex attractants for noctuid moths. Environ. Entomol. 6(2):333-7. 
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Alkenals have recently become known as components of the sex pheromones of a 
few lepidopterous spl'cies. A field survey of aldehydcs anJ aldehyde-acetate 
mixtures as candidate lures for moths rev0alcd general attractant activity in 
straight olefinic aldehydcs of carbon numhcr 12, 14, and 16. The numerous 
spedes captured by baited traps indicated that aldehydes may he as important 
in sex attractants as the better known acetates and alcohols. The main species 
captured were Acronicta spcrata Grote, Ceramica picta (Barris), Aqrotis volubilis 
Harvey, Crymodes devastator (Brace), Eurois astricta Morrison, Euxoa acornis 
Smith, Euxoa obeliscoides Guenee, Faronta diffusa (Walker), Feltia ducens 
(Walker), Fishia dereli1:ta Ilnmpson, Lithomoia solidaginis lliihner, Nephelodes 
~mmedonia (Cramer), Polia tacoma Strecker, and Schinia bina Guenee. 
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VI. Supplement to Dark-sided Cutworm Bibliography 
1974. Can. Insect Pest Rev. 52:7, 10, 18. 
"On tobacco, generally, cutworm infestations were low. The most numerous 
species generally was the dark-sided cutworm followed by the black cutworm." 
(7) In Nova Scotia "dark-sided cutworm, black cutworm, and clover cutworm 
populations increased but variegated cutworm was down and almost non-existent." 
(10) In Ontario, "dark-sided cutworm, Euxoa messoria (Harr.), on tomato, potato, 
and sweet corn--population sporadic; damage replaced so delayed crop maturity." 
(18) 
Cheng, H. H. 1972. Greenhouse studies on insecticidal control of dark-sided cut-
worm on tobacco seedlings. [Euxoa messoria] Tobacco (New York) 174(12):57-59. 
Title only. 
Cheng, H. H. 1973. Laboratory comparison of stomach contact and fumigant action of 
chlorpyrifos against dark-sided cutworm (Lepidoptera-Noctuidae). Proc. Entomol. 
Soc. Ont. 104(73):22-25. 
Results showed that the stomach action of chlorpyrifos was much quicker and 
significantly better the first day after treatment than the contact or fumigant 
action, and was the only treatment causing 100% mortality. There was no sig-
nificant difference between contact and fumigant effects. 
Cheng, H. H. 1977. Insect parasites of the dark-sided cutworm, Euxoa messoria 
(Lepidoptera:Noctuidae), in Ontario. Can. Entomol. 109:137-142. 
In the study of insect parasites of the dark-sided cutworm, Euxoa messoria 
(Harris), fourth to seventh instar larvae were collected from a field at Delhi, 
Ont., and reared in the laboratory. A total of 701 insect parasites, includ-
ing six species of Hymenoptera and four of Diptera, were reared from the 3,970 
dark-sided cutworm larvae collected in 1973 and 1974. Thirteen species of 
insect parasites of E. messoria are listed. Ten of these species were reared 
in the present study from E. messoria in Ontario and all of them are primary 
and internal parasites. Of the 10, only two have previously been reported as 
parasites of E. messoria. Host-parasite relationship and the degree of para-
sitism are given for the 10 specjes reared in Ontario. 
Grote, A. R. 1875. Check list of the Noctuidae of America, North of Mexico. 
Beinecke & Zesch., Printers, Buffalo, N. Y. 28 pp. 
The dark-sided cutworm is included in this list as Agrotis messoria Harris. 
Agrotis repentis G. & R., Agrotis cochrani Riley, and Agrotis lycarum Grote 
were considered synonyms. (6) 
Grote, A. R. 1875. XVII. Supplement to the list of North American Noctuidae. Bull. 
Buffalo Soc. Nat. Sci. 2:209-223. 
"messoria Harris, Ins. Inj. Veg. Mass., 3rd Ed. p. 444; Agr. cochrani Riley, 
1st Mo. Rep. 75; Agr. repentis G. & R., Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. 1,350, Pl. 7, 
fig. 58; Agr. lycarum Grote, List, p. 10 (Calif.) [Note.--This citation re-
places the names cited in the list, p. 9, line 1, p. 10, lines 6, 7, and 13.]" 
(214) 
Grote, A. R. 1882. New checklist of North American moths. N. Y. Entomol. Club. 
73 pp. 
The dark-sided cutworm is included in this check list as Agrotis cochranii 
Riley (25) and also as Agrotis messoria Harris. (24) 
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Hewitt, C. G. 1917. Report of the dominion entomologist for the year ending March 31, 
1916. Can. Dep. Agr. 31, 35. 
"In the eastern provinces of Ontario, Quebec, and the Maritime Provinces, con-
siderable injury was effected. In the provinces of Ontario and Quebec, the 
striped cutworm, Euxoa tessellata Harr., and the dark-sided cutworm, Euxoa 
messoria Harr., were very abundant. Young beets, carrots, onions, etc. and 
flowering garden plants were destroyed. Along the north shore of the St. 
Lawrence river in Berthier County, Que., where large areas of tobacco are grown, 
extensive injury took place chiefly by E. messoria. In June I visited Lanoraie 
and Lavaltrie, Que., and observed farmers in these districts replacing large 
numbers of destroyed plants.'' (31) "In eastern Ontario the striped cutworm, 
Euxoa tessellata Harr., the dark-sided cutworm, Euxoa messoria Harr., and the 
red-backed cutworm, Euxoa ochrogaster Gn., were responsible for much loss in 
gardens where annual flowering plants had been set out." (35) 
Hinks, C. F. and J. R. Byers. 1976. Biosystematics of the genus Euxoa (Lepidoptera: 
Noctuidae). V. Rearing procedures and life cycles of 36 species. Can. Entomol. 
108:1345-1357. 
"A rearing method, based upon an artificial diet, has proved successful in 
establishing laboratory colonies of 36 species of the genus Euxoa. The diet is 
describoJ, along with methods for controlling disease, particularly by the use 
of antimicrobial agents. Many of the 36 species of Euxoa have not been reared 
before and their habits and life histories are little known. The data derived 
from their development under laboratory conditions and which can be related to 
seasonal distribution are recorded. Particular emphasis is given to the over-
wintering stage and to the occurrence of an aestivating stage." E. messoria 
was one of the 36 species studied. 
Rings, R. W. and J. r. Sleesman. 1975. Controlling the cutworm. Ohio Agri. Res. 
and Dev. Ctr., Ohio Rep. 60(3):38-39. 
This article describes and illustrates the appearance of the black, dark-sided, 
and variegated cutworms and their characteristic damage to vegetables. Control 
measures for cutworms attacking vegetables in the home garden are also discussed. 
Rings, R. W. and G. J. Musick. 1976. A pictorial field key to the armyworms and 
cutworms attacking corn in the North Central States. Ohio Agri. Res. and Dev. 
Ctr., Res. Circ. 221:1-36. 
This publication contnjns two pictorial keys. The first key is for the identi-
fication of the different groups of soil pests such as slugs, wireworms, and 
caterpillars. There are 46 black and white illustrations showing the dorsal 
and lateral views of each caterpillar, including the dark-sided cutworm, and 
other identificatjon aids such as mandibles and skin texture. Suggestions are 
given on how to scout for cutworms and armyworms and how to preserve them for 
future studies. 
Rings, R. W. 1977. An illustrated field key to common cutworm, armyworm, and 
looper moths in the North Central States. Ohio Agri. Res. and Dev. Ctr., Res. 
Circ. 227: 1-60. 
This publication is designed to assjst pest management supervisors, entomolo-
gists and county agents in identifying economically important species of moths. 
There are 34 black and white photographic illustratjons of moths, including 
the tlark-sided cutworm moth, and a smal 1 silhouette beside each illustration 
indicates the approximate size of the species. 
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Rings, R. W. 1977. A pictorial field key to the armyworms and cutworms attacking 
vegetables in the North Central States. Ohio Agri. Res. and Dev. Ctr., Res. 
Circ. 231:1-35. 
This publication contains two pictorial keys. The first key is for the identi-
fication of the different groups of soil pests such as slugs, wireworms, and 
caterpillars. There are 40 black and white illustrations showing the dorsal 
and lateral views of each caterpillar, including the dark-sided cutworm, and 
other identification aids such as mandibles and skin texture. Suggestions are 
given on how to scout for cutworms and armyworms and how to preserve them for 
future studies. 
Seitz, A. 1919. Amerikanischen Faunengetbietes: Eulenartige Nachtfalter. Die 
Gross-Schmetterlinge der Erde. 7:43, 49 
A brief synonomy is given of Euxoa messoria Harris: spissa Gn., inextricata 
Wkr., indirecta Wkr., displiciens Wkr., expulsa Wkr., ordinata Wkr., reticens 
Wkr., cochrani Riley, repentis Grt. A. R., confracta Morr., friabilis Grt. The 
form territorialis Sm. (fulda Sm.) is listed. A brief description of the moth 
and its geographical description are given. (43) (Translated from German.) 
Struble, D. L. and G. E. Swailes. 1977. A sex attractant for males of the dark-
sided cutworm, Euxoa messoria (Lepidoptera:Noctuidae). Can. Entomol. 109(7): 
975-980. 
"Field testing of a large number of synthetic compounds and several combina-
tions of them revealed that male moths of the dark-sided cutworm, Euxoa messoria 
(Harris), were attracted to combinations of Z-7-hexadecen-l-yl acetate and Z-11-
hexadecen-l-yl acetate. The most satisfactory attractants were combinations of 
these two compounds in ratios of 1:20 or 1:40. The presence of small amounts 
of the corresponding E-isomers did not interfere with the attractant. The 
diene, Z-7, Z-11-hexadecadien-l-yl acetate, in combination with Z-11-hexadecen-
l-yl acetate also attracted the males, but there was no advantage in using the 
diene in place of Z-7-hexadecen-1-yl acetate." 
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VII. Supplement to Clay-backed Cutworm Bibliography 
Grote, A. R. 1875. Check list of the Noctuidae of America, North of Mexico. Bein-
ecke & Zesch., Printers, Buffalo, N. Y. 28 pp. 
The clay-backed cutworm is included in this list as Agrotis gladiaria Morrison. 
(6) 
Grote, A. R. 1882. New checklist of North American moths. N. Y. Entomol. Club. 
73 pp. 
The clay-backed cutworm is included in this checklist as Agrotis gladiaria 
Morrison. (25) 
Rings, R. W. 1977. An illustrated field key to common cutworm, armyworm, and 
looper moths in the North Central States. Ohio Agri. Res. and Dev. Ctr., Res. 
Circ. 227:1-60. 
This publication is designed to assist pest manag~ment supervisors, entomolo-
gists, and county agents in identifying economically important species of moths. 
There are 34 black and white photographic illustrations of moths, including 
the clay-backed cutworm moth, and a small silhouette beside each illustration 
indicates the approximate size of the species. 
Rings, R. W. 1977. A pictorial field key to the armyworms and cutworms attacking 
vegetables in the North Central States. Ohio Agri. Res. and Dev. Ctr., Res. 
Circ. 231:1-35. 
This publication contains two pictorial keys. The first key is for the identi-
fication of the different groups of soil pests such as slugs, wireworms, and 
caterpillars. There are 40 black and white illustrations showing the dorsal 
and lateral views of each caterpillar, including clay-backed cutworm, and other 
identification aids such as mandibles and skin texture. Suggestions are given 
on how to scout for cutworms and armyworms and how to preserve them for future 
studies. 
Rings, R. W. and F. J. Arnold. 1977. Geographical distribution and economic impor-
tance of the clay-backed, dingy, dusky, and sandhill cutworms. U. S. Dep. Agr., 
Coop. Plant Pest Rep. 2(48-52):881-886. 
The economic importance of four species of cutworms attacking corn are discussed. 
The occurrence of the four species in the United States and lower Canada is 
illustrated. 
Smith, P. W., J. G. Taylor, and J. W. Apple. 1959. 
equipped with 6- and 15-watt blacklight lamps. 
1212-1214. 
A comparison of insect traps 
J. Econ. Entomol. 52(6): 
"In recent years entomologists have made increasing use of self-draining omni-
directional light traps (Taylor et al., 1956) equipped with 15-watt blacklight 
(BL) fluorescent lamps (1950 fluorens). Three years' experience with such a 
trap in Wisconsin has shown it was satisfactory for collecting many nocturnal 
species. In 1958 a study was conducted near Arlington, Wis., comparing this 
trap with a smaller self-draining omnidirectional unit equipped with a 6-watt 
blacklight lamp (570 fluorens)." (1212) The 6-watt trap, during 14 nights of 
operation, caught 479 clay-backed cutworm moths while the 15-watt BL trap caught 
906 moths of this species. (1213) 
Sweet, E. H. 1915. The clay-back cutworm. Green's Fruit Grower 35(6):5. 
Dust barriers, poison bait, and sunnner plowing of wheat fields are suggested as 
preventive measures for the clay-backed cutworm. 
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VIII. Supplement to Dusky Cutworm Bibliography 
Grote, A. R. 1875. Check list of the Noctuidae of America, North of Mexico. Bein-
ecke & Zesch, Printers, Buffalo, N. Y. 28 pp. 
The dusky cutworm is included in this list as Agrotis venerabilis Walker. 
Agrotis incallida Walker was considered a synonym. (6) 
Grote, A. R. 1882. New checklist of North American moths. N. Y. Entomol. Club. 
73 pp. 
The dusky cutworm is included in this checklist as Agrotis venerabilis Walker. 
Agrotis incallida Walker is listed as a synonym. (25) 
Rings, R. W. 1977. An illustrated field key to common cutworm, armyworm, and 
looper moths in the North Central States. Ohio Agri. Res. and Dev. Ctr., Res. 
Circ. 227:1-60. 
This publication is designed to assist pest management supervisors, entomolo-
gists, and county agents in identifying economically important species of moths. 
There are 34 black and white photographic 1llustrations of moths, including the 
dusky cutworm moth, and a small silhouette beside each illustration indicates 
the approximate size of the species. 
Rings, R. W. and F. J. Arnold. 1977. Geographical distribution and economic impor-
tance of the clay-backed, dingy, dusky, and sandhill cutworms. U. S. Dep. Agr., 
Coop. Plant Pest Rep. 2(48-52):881-886. 
The economic importance of four species of cutworms attacking corn are discussed. 
The occurrence of the four species in the United States and lower Canada is 
illustrated. 
Smith, P. w •• J. G. Taylor, and J. W. Apple. 1959. A comparison of insect traps 
equipped with 6- and 15-watt blacklight lamps. J. Econ. Entomol. 52(6):1212-1214. 
"In recent years entomologists have made increasing use of self-draining omni-
directional light traps (Taylor et al., 1956) equipped with 15-watt blacklight 
(BL) fluorescent lamps (1950 fluorens). Three years' experience with such a 
trap in Wisconsin has shown it was satisfactory for collecting many nocturnal 
species. In 1958 a study was conducted near Arlington, Wis., comparing this 
trap with a smaller self-draining omnidirectional unit equipped with a 6-watt 
blacklight lamp (570 fluorens)." (1212) '!be 6-watt trap, during eight nights 
of operation, trapped 60 dusky cutworm moths while 92 moths of this species 
were caught in the 15-watt BL trap. (1213) 
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Anonymous. 1908. Principal injurious insects of 1908. lJ. S. Dep. Agr. Yearbook 
1908:567-580. 
The variegated cutworm (Peridroma margaritosa Haw.) was moderately abundant in 
portions of Virginia and Texas. (573) 
Anonymous. 1949. Conference report on cotton insect research and control. U. S. 
Dep. Agr., Bur. Entomol. Plant Quar. 1,21,34. 
"Tests have shown that a dust containing 10 percent of DDT, applied at the rate 
of 10 lb per acre or a spray containing 2 lb of toxaphene, is effective against 
the variegated cutworm Peridroma margaritosa (Haw.), and the granulate cutworm, 
Fel tia subterranea (F.)" (21) 
Bergold G. 1951. Fortschritte und Probleme auf dem,Gebiete der Insektenviren. 
Ztschr. Angew. Entomol. 33:267-278. 
Title only. 
Bergold, G. 1953. Insect viruses. In Advances in virus research. Vol. 1. Smith 
and Lauffer eds. Academic Press N. Y. pp. 91-139. 
Title only. 
Berry, R. E. and H. H. Crowell. 1971. Chemical control of cutworms tested for 
vegetables. Ore. Veg. Dig. 20(2):3-4. 
Laboratory and field studies with insecticidal baits and sprays were conducted 
against the variegated cutworm. Of the insecticidal baits evaluated, N-2596, 
Lannate, Dyfonate, Dylox, Biothion, and B. thuringienses showed the greatest 
promise against variegated cutworm larvae. 
Bissell, T. L. 1938. Entomology. Ga. Agr. Exp. Sta. Rep. 50:65-71. 
Title only. 
1972. Can. Insect Pest Rev. 50:14,18,26. 
In Nova Scotia "at Port Williams the variegated cutworm, Peridroma saucia 
(Hubner), severely damaged tobacco leaves." (14) "Moderate infestations of cut-
worms occurred in most areas of New Brunswick. In Nova Scotia, the variegated 
cutworm, Peridroma saucia (Hubner), appeared earlier than normal and damaging 
numbers were widely reported. At Boulardarie, A. ipsilon and P. saucia destroyed 
one-quarter of the plantings of cabbage and lettuce." (18) "Variegated cutworm 
outbreaks were at an all-time high in recorded history this season in Nova 
Scotia. For the first time in the province, they were found damaging fruit 
(apples). In one orchard at Port Williams, 10% of the fruit was injured." (26) 
1973. Can Insect Pest Rev. 51:10,11,14,20,41. 
In Nova Scotia "at Boularderie, C. B. I., the black and variegated cutworms con-
tinued to be very numerous on cabbage and lettuce; the damp climate in this 
area seems to favour them." (10) In Nova Scotia, "tobacco, in the Berwick 
area, was fairly heavily infested by the dark-sided cutworm, the variegated 
cutworm, and the black cutworm." (11) In Nova Scotia, variegated and black 
cutworms were less prevalent on vegetables. (14) In Quebec ''the spotted cut-
worm, Amathes c-nigrum (L.), and the red-backed cutworm, Euxoa ochrogaster 
(Guen.), and the variegated cutworm, Peridroma saucia (Hubn.), are the three 
predominant species in tho organic soil area. Onion is the main crop injured. 11 
(20) In Saskatchewan "variegated cutworm, Peridroma saucia (Hubner), on tomato 
and corn; larvae reported from tomatoes at Esterhazy and Melville and corn at 
Yorkton; total damage negligible." (41} 
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1974. Can. Insect Pest Rev. 52:1,7,14. 
"The variegated cutworm, Peridroma saucia (Hbn.), was reported only once during 
1974" in Newfoundland. (1) "Very few variegated cutworms were seen and no 
localized outbreaks were reported which is unusual" in Nova Scotia. (7). "Dark-
sided cutworm, black cutworm, and clover cutworm populations increased but 
variegated cutworm was down and almost non-existent" in Nova Scotia. (18) 
Carvalho, S., M. Fernando, S. Tarrago, and D. Link. 1971. Captura de noctuideos 
atraves de armadilha luminosa. I - Resultados Preliminares. Rev. Cent. Ciencias 
Rurais 1(3):15-22. 
"This work was made to determine the noctuid occurrence at Santa Maria:, RS, with 
a light trap. Forty-one species of noctuid adults were collected. This number 
corresponds to 38.2% of the moths trapped. The worms of nine noctuid species 
trapped are known to feed on the rice plant." Three moths of Peridroma saucia 
were trapped from March to July 1971 at Santa Maria. 
Crowell, H. H. and R. E. Berry. 1971. Cutworms damage Oregon crops. Ore. Veg. Dig. 
20(4):1-4. 
Twenty-six materials and formulations of insecticides were evaluated for con-
trol of variegated cutworm on bushbeans. Results indicated that bait formula-
tions were generally more effective than sprays. Lannate, Dyfonate, and 
N-2596 were promising replacements for DDT but lack of federal registrations 
limits their use to only a few crops at the present time, 
Divimanov, M. and D. Vesselinov. 1968. Some pests of our ornamental plants. 
(Translation from Bulgarian). Rastitelna Zashtita 16(12):22-25. 
Title only. 
Dochkova, B. 1971. Injurious noctuids on sugar-beet in northern Bulgaria. Rast. 
Zasch. 19(12):11-13. 
Nineteen species of noctuids are listed as infesting sugar-beets in the Pleven 
District of Bulgaria, including .AlTlathes c-nigrum (L.), Peridroma saucia Hb., 
and Agrotis ipsilon (Hfn.). 
Fernando, M., S. Tarrago, S. Carvalho, and D. Link. 1975. Survey of the family 
Noctuidae, with light traps, in Santa Maria, RS. Rev. Cent. Ciencias Rurais 
5(2):125-130. 
''The present work reports on a survey of the family Noctuidae in the region of 
Santa Maria, RS, with the "Luiz de Queiroz" light traps over a 2-year period 
with four collections per week. Species were catalogued on a monthly basis. 
Diversity index was calculated for the duration of the collections." Peridroma. 
saucia was uncommon in these light trap collections. 
Flint, W. P. 1920. The army-worm. Ill. State Nat. Hist. Surv., Entomol. Ser., 
Circ. 7:1-9. 
"During nearly every armyworm outbreak there is also an abundance of the varie-
gated cutworm. This pest will be found in the same situations as the armyworm 
ana associated with it. It feeds readily upon clover and alfalfa, and often 
causes considerable injury to these plants which is attributed to the armyworm." 
(7) 
Fowler, J. L. and E. L. Reeves. 1975. In vivo propagation of a microsporidan 
(Nosema necatrix) pathogenic to insects (Trichoplusia ni, Heliothis zea). 




Frick, K. E. and R. B. Hawkes. 1970. Additional insects that feed on tansyragwort, 
Senecio ja co'ba.ea, an introduced weedy plant in western United States. Ann. 
Entomol. Soc. Amer. 63(4):1085-1090. 
In a search for insects which might be used as biological control agents for 
weeds, the variegated cutworm was found to feed on the following plant genera, 
Senecio, Inula, Cichorium, Cynara, Arctotis, Aster, Dahlia, Eupatorium, Conyza, 
and Erigeron. (1088) 
Fuchs, T. W., J. A. Harding, and T. Dupnik. 1972. Insecticidal control of variegated 
cutworm on cantaloupes. Texas Agri. Exp. Sta., Prog. Rep. 3135:1-4. 
"Two experiments consisting of 16 treatments each were applied to cantaloupes 
infested with the variegated cutworms, Peridroma saucia (Hilbner). Ground equip-
ment was used to apply 4.3 or 12.9 gallons of formulation per acre. The statis-
tical variability found among replicates made separation of treatment means 
difficult. Orthene, diazinon, Thuricide, Leptophos, and Lannate were numeri-
cally the most effective. No visible phytotoxici'ty was detected resulting from 
any of the treatments 2 days after application." 
George, W. S. 1958. "Tomato moth" (Peridroma saucia) strikes at Orford. Trans. 
Suffolk Nat. Soc., Proc. of the year 1958. 11(1):90. 
"Tomato Moth strikes at Orford. One of several fat caterpillars, each head 
first in a green tomato, proved on keeping to emerge as the Pearly Underwing 
Moth (Peridroma saucia, Hiibn,). This moth is stated to feed on most low plants, 
hardly a tactful description in this case! W. S. George." (Great Britain). 
Hampson, G. F. 1903. Catalogue of the 
Museum. 4:534-537. 
Noctuidae in the collection of the British 
The larva and moth are described. 
are given. The world distribution 
537) 
Thirteen synonyms of Lycophotia ma.rgaritosa 
of the variegated cutworm is listed. (536-
Harper, J. D. and C. G. Thompson. 1973. Mortality in Peridroma saucia following 
single and combined challenge with DDT and nuclear polyhedrosis virus. Dep. 
Entomol. Ore. State Univ. Mimeo. pp. 307-315. 
Title only. 
Haworth, A. H. 1809. Lepidoptera Brittannica, Part II:213. 
The pearly underwing, Noctua margaritosa, is described in Latin. 
Britain its principal host is potato, but it occurs infrequently. 
lated from Latin.) 
In Great 
(213) (Trans-




Investigations to determine the most important pests of viticulture 
Anatolia. Ankara Bolge Zirai Mucadeke Arastirma Enstitusii. 40-41: 
Leppla, N. C. and W. K. Turner. 1975. 
cabbage looper moths Trichoplusia 
Insect Physiol. 21(6):1233-1236. 
Title only. 
Carbon dioxide output and mating in adult 
ni exposed to discrete light regimes. J. 
Lhoste, J., S. Poitout, L. Penchi, and R. Bues. 1974. New technique for evaluation 
of insecticides on nocturnal moths (Sco~ia ipsilon, Peridroma saucia). Int. 
Symp. Fytofarm. Fytiat. 24(2):1205-1212. 
Title only. 
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Link, D. and G. Knies. 1973. Aspects of the bionomics of cutworms that occur in 
Santa Maria R.S. Ann. Soc. Entomol. Brasil 2(1):66-73. 
The major cutworm pest in Brazil is Agrotis ipsilon. Other important species 
are Agrotis blanchardi (Berg), Agrotis malefida (Guenee), and Peridroma saucia 
(Hubner). From 11% to 21% of cutworm species were parasitized by hymenopterous 
and dipterous parasites. (73) 
McLaughlin, J. R., J. E. Brogdon, H. R. Agee, and E. R. Mitchell. 1975. Effect of 
trap color on captures of male cabbage loopers (Trichoplusia ni) and soybean 
loopers (Pseudoplusia includens) in double-cone pheromone traps. J. Ga. Entomol. 
Soc. 10(2):174-179. 
Title only. 
Millot, P. and M. Pralavario. 1973. Tests for the control of polyphagous noctuids 
on artichoke crops in the Hyeres region. Phytoma. 25(248):23-25. 
Field tests were conducted in southeastern France to compare sprays of dieldrin, 
endosulfan, and methiocarb for control of noctuid larvae on artichokes. The 
target species were Agrotis ipsilon (Hfn.), Peridroma saucia Hb., and Ph.logo-
phora meticulosa (L). 
Opheim, M. 1962. Catalogue of the Lepidoptera of Norway. Part II. Noctuoidea. 
Utgitt Av Norsk Entornologisk Forening, Oslo. 32 pp. 
11 204: P. porphyrea Schiff. (=Rhyacia saucia Hb.) Recorded from A. Ay:Vigeland 
[J. C. Hawkshaw, Entomologist 52 (1919)]. Later found at Ry: Vig Sept. 9, 1949, 
June 24 and 29, 1950 (A. Nielsen) and Ry: Time Sept. 13, 1950 (T. Arneson)" (26) 
Riley, C. V. 1880. Smilax injured by cutworms. Amer. Entomol. 3:298. 
"The moth is the Unarmed Rustic (Agrotis saucia Treit.), long known in this 
country as A. inermis Harr., it having lately been decided that the American and 
European insects are specifically identical. We have designated the larva as 
the variegated cut-worm, on account of its markings, and it will be found 
figured on Pl. 1, Figs. 1 and 2 of our 1st Rep. on the Insects of Missouri." 
Rings, R. W. and J. P. Sleesman. 1975. Controlling the cutworm. Ohio Agri. Res. 
and Dev. Ctr., Ohio Rep. 60(3):38-39. 
This article describes and illustrates the appearance of the black, dark-sided, 
and variegated cutworms and their characteristic damage to vegetables. Control 
measures for cutworms attacking vegetables in the home garden are also discussed. 
Rings, R. W. and G. J. Musick. 1976. A pictorial field key to the armyworms and 
cutworms attacking corn in the North Central States. Ohio Agri. Res. and Dev. 
Ctr., Res. Gire. 221:1-36. 
This publication contains two pictorial keys. The first key is for the identi-
fication of the different groups of soil pests such as slugs, wireworrns, and 
caterpillars. There are 46 black and white illustrations showing the dorsal 
and lateral views of each caterpillar, including the variegated cutworm, and 
other identification aids such as mandibles and skin texture. Suggestions are 
given on how to scout for cutworms and armyworms and how to preserve them for 
future studies. 
Rings, R. W. 1977. An illustrated field key to common cutworm, armyworm, and 
looper moths in the North Central States. Ohio Agri. Res. and Dev. Ctr., Res. 
Gire. 227:1-60. 
This publication is designed to assist pest management supervisors, entomolo-
gists, and county agents in identifying economically important species of moths, 
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including the variegated cutworm moth. There are 34 black and white photographic 
illustrations of moths and a small silhouette beside each illustration indicates 
the approximate size of the species. 
Rings, R. W. 1977. A pictorial field key to the armyworms and cutworms attacking 
vegetables in the North Central States. Ohio Agri. Res. and Dev. Ctr., Res. 
Circ. 231:1-35. 
This publication contains two pictorial keys. The first key is for the identi-
fication of the different groups of soil pests such as slugs, wireworms, and 
caterpillars. There are 40 black and white illustrations showing the dorsal 
and lateral views of each caterpillar, including the variegated cutworm, and 
other identification aids such as mandibles and skin texture. Suggestions are 
given on how to scout for cutworms and armyworms and how to preserve them for 
future studies. 
Rodebaugh, J. W. 1919. Hogs will clean up alfalfa worms. Iowa Farm. 2049:12. 
"Fifty-seven Hampshire pigs were fenced in an alfalfa field heavily infested 
with variegated cutworm. The pigs devoured the cutworms voraciously and did 
not heed the feed call for 2 days." (12) 
Schultz, V. G. M. 1923. Ein neues Duftorgan bei einer mannlichen Agrotis Art. Mitt. 
Miinchn. Entomol. Ges. 13:21-22. 
A new organ of scent is described in Peridroma saucia (Hubner) and Peridroma 
plecta. 
Sherman, F., Jr. 1914. Insect enemies of corn. N. C. Dep. Agr., Bull. 35:5-6, 
17-19. 
Variegated cutworm moths were reared from caterpillars attacking corn in North 
Carolina. The eggs, larvae, and adult as well as foliage damage are illustrated. 
(17) 
Silveira-Guido, A. and J. C. Bruhn. 1965. Los insectos del girasol en el Uruguay. 
Univ. Rep. Uruguay, Fae. Agron. Bull. 81:1-64. 
The economic importance, geographical distribution, life cycle, and control of 
the variegated cutworm as a pest of sunflowers are discussed. The larva and 
adult are described and illustrated. Lycophotia margaritosa Haw. and Peridroma 
margaritosa Haw. are listed as synonyms. 
Specht, H. B. 1974. Cutworms (Lepidoptera: Noctuidae) of tobacco (Nicotiana taba-
cum: Solanaceae) in Nova Scotia. II. Fall rye and winter fallow effects on a 
field population. Can. Entomol. 106(1):73-77. 
Young variegated cutworms appeared later in the spring than dark-sided cutworms 
and large larvae were not found causing damage to tobacco until mid-July after 
most dark-sided cutworms had ceased feeding. (77) 
Speyer, A. 1875. Agrotis saucia H. Entomol. Zeitung (Stettin) Published by the 
Entomol. Soc. of Stettin. pp. 131-175. 
Synonyms of Agrotis saucia Ilbn. include Agrotis inermis Harris, variety marga-
ritosa Haworth, (Aequa H.), and Agrotis ambrosioides Mor. The American saucia 
is considered synonymous with the European saucia. (134) 




Steinhaus, E. A. and C. G. Thompson. 
pillar, Junonia coenia Hubner. 
Title only. 
1949. Granulosis disease in the buckeye cater-
Science 110:276-278. 
Steinhaus, E. A. 1953. Taxonomy of insect viruses. Ann. New York Acad. Sci. 56: 
517-537. 
Title only. 
Sulcs, A. and J. Viidalepp. 1969. Verbreitung der Grosschmetterlinge (Macrolepidop-
tera) in Balticum. Deut. Entomol. Zeitschr. 16:217-272. 
P. saucia Hb. was not found in Estland and its occurrence in Lettland was 
questionable. It was very rare in Litauen, Germany. (218) 
Talbert, T. J. 1917. Control of some of the important garden and truck crop insects. 
Univ. Mo., Coll. Agr., Agr. Ext. Serv. Circ. 15:1-24. 
Cutworms in general are discussed as pests of garden and truck crops in Missouri. 
The egg, egg mass, caterpillars, and moth of the variegated· cutworm are 
illustrated. (24) 
Tremblay, E. 1969. On the habitual feeding on fruit by the larvae of some species 
of Lepidoptera Noctuidae. Notiziario sulle Malattie delle Piante 80-81:3-7. 
Title only. 
Zhdanov, V. M. 1953. Determination of viruses in man and animals. Acad. Med. Sci. 
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CHEMICAt.•CONTROL• LHoSTEe CHEMICAL-CONT 
CHEMICAL-CONTROL* FUCHS. CANTALOUPES TE 
CHEMICAL-CONTROL BUSHBEANS• CROWELL, OR 
CHEMICAL·CO~TROL* ROARK. TOXAPHENE CHl~ 
CHEMICAL-CONTROL MICROSOMAL•OX!OASE* TH 
CHEMICAL-CONTROL* rcKENRODE. PYRETHROIO 
CHEMICAL-CONTROL* ELSAYED. DIET-EFFECTS 
CHEMICAL-CONTROL* FIGUEHOA. CACAO BANAN 
CHEMICAL-CONTROL* JANES• LETTUCE CHEMIC 
CHEMICAL-CONTROL* YOKOJ, SOIL-INSECTICI 
CHEMICAL•CONTROL* JOHNSTON. MALAYA CABS 
CHEMIC~L-CONTROL SEX·RATIO* SEN, INDIA 
CHENG. CHLORPYRIFOS CHEMICAL-CONTROL• C 
CHENG. INSECTICIDAL-CONTROL TOAACCO• CH 
CHENG, PARASITES ONTARIO* CHENG. PARASI 
C~EO. CHINA HOST-RANGE GEOGRAPHICAL-DIST 
CHILE SEX-RATIOS POPULATlON~DYNAMICS* A 
CHINA HOST-RANGE* LIU• CHINA HOST-RANGE 
CHINA HOST-RANGE GroGqAPHICAL-olSTRIBUTI 
CHLORPYRIFOS CHEMICAL-CONTROL* CHENG. C 
CIPR. CAB~AGF LETTUCE TOBACCO NOVA-SCOTI 
CIPR. NEWFOUNLAND NOVA•SCOTIA* CIPR. NE 
CIPR. NOVA•SCOTIA O~TARIO* CIPR, NOVA•S 
ClPRe OUTBREAK NOVA-SCOTIA MARSH•GRASS~S 
CIPR. TO~ACCO ONTARIO NOVA-SCOTIA TOMAlO 
CIPR. TOBACCO NOVA-SCOTIA CABBAGE LETTUC 
CLOVER* FLINT. ILLINOIS ALFALFA CLOVE~* 
CLOVER• MILLIRON, OELAWARE ALFALFA CLOV 



























































COMPARISON LIGHT-TRAPS WISCONSIN* SMITH 
CONTROL-MEASURES* LINTNER. ~EW•YORK HOS 
CONTROL-MEASURES* FITCH. CORN NEW-YORK 
CONTROL-METHODS ORNAMENTALS* WIEGEL. HO 
CONTROL-MEASURES* SWEET• PRfVFNTIVE-MEA 
CONTROL-MEASURES* SILVElRA•GUIDO. URUGU 
CONTROL-MEASURES ECONOMIC·IMPORTANCE* R 
CONTROL-M(ASURES* RINGS, OHIO CONTROL•M 
CORN CAABAGE TOAACCO* LINTNER. NEW•YOK~ 
CORN CA08AGE* LINTNER. NEW•YORK CORN CA 
CORN EGYPT* TAWFIK. SURVEY CORN EGYPT* 
CORN HOST-RANGE* LINTNER, NfW~YORK CORN 
CORN HO~T-RANGE* LINTNER, NEW-YORK CORN 
CORN ILLl~11015 YIELD-LOSS* A~!ONYMOus. co 
CORN LARVAL-KEY* RINGS• PICTORIAL·FIELD 
CORN NEW-YORK MOTH-DESCRIPTIO~* FITCH• 
CORN •JEW-YORK MOTH .. ILLUST~ATION CONTROL ... 
CORN NORTH•CfNTRAL•STATES OHIO LARVAL-KE 
CORN NORTH-CFNTRAL-STATES LARVAL-KEY* A 
CORN NORTH·CENTPAL-STATES LARVAL-KEY* R 
COR~ NURTH•CAROLINA* SH£RMA • CORN NOHT 
CORN NORTH-CENTRAL-STATES LARVAL-KEY* R 
CORN OHIO LARVAL-KEY* RlNGS. PICTORIAL• 
CORN OHIO LARVAL•KfY* RINGS. PICTORIAL• 
CORN POISON•BAITS* PACKARD. INDIANA CCR 
CORN SA~PLING•METHoos ATTRACTANT-BAITS* 
CORN* LEPELLEY. EAST-AFRICA KENYA CORN* 
CORN-SWEET* C!PR. TOBACCO ONTARIO NOVA-
COTTON CHEMICAL-CONTROL* ANONYMOUS. COT 
COTTON LUCERNE* VIETTE. FRnNCE TORACCO 
COTTON POTATOES* PAULIAN. MADAGASCAR TO 
COTTON SUDAN NATURAL•ENEMIES* RIPPER. C 
CRAMER. SURINA~ FAUNAL•LlST* CRAMER. SU 
CROWELL. OREGON CHr.~rcAL•CONTROL BUSHBEA 
CULTURAL-CONTROL* LINCOLN. ARKANSAS CUL 
CUTWORMS* RINGS. ANNOTATEO•BIBLIOGRAPHI 
OARAVJO. BRAZIL HOST•RANGE* OARAVJO. BR 
DE·JOANNIS• VIET-NAM SYNONYMS* DE-JOANN 
DEFINITION* DODGE. ORNAMENTALS DEFINITI 
DfLAwARE ALFALFA CLOVER* MILLIRON. DELA 
DELAWARr TOMATOES rCONOMIC-IMPoRTANCE* 
OEV~LOPMENTAL-INHI~lTION* REEsr. ALLELO 
DEVELOPMENTAL-INHlRITION* REESE. ALLELO 
DEVlLOPMENTAL·l~HIBITION* REESE. ALLELO 
DEVELOP~E~TAL•RATE TEMPEHATURE-EFFECTS* 
DEVELOPMENTAL-RATES• NASR. EGYPT TEMPER 
DIET-EFFECTS CHEMICAL-CONTROL* ELSAYEU. 
~IET•EFFtCTS* EL·K!FL• FEEOING·BEHAVJOR 
LJIVIMANOV. ORNA~ENTALS BULGARIA* DIVIMA 
OOCHKOVA. SUGAR•BEfT BULGARIA* OOCHKOVA 
DOC~·CURLED* BUSCHING• OVIPOSITION•PREF 
DODGE. ORNAMENTALS DEFINITION* DODGE. 0 
DRAUDT. MOTH-1LLU~TRATION GEOGRAPHICAL•D 
EAST-AFRICA ~ENYA CORN* LEPELLEY, EAST~ 


























































ECONOMIC•IMPO~TA~CE* RINGS. OHIO CONTRO 
ECONOMIC-IMPn~TANCf* MILLIRON. OELAWARE 
ECONOMIC-IMPORTANCE* RINGS. GEOGRAPHICA 
ECONOMIC•IMPn~TANCE OUTBREAKS• RINGS. G 
ECO"iO"'II C• IMPl."RT A~ 1 CE* Ril\IGS • Gt:OGRAPHICA 
ECONOMIC•IMPORTANCt.* ANONYMOUS. TEXAS V 
EGYPT MIGRATION* ZAAZ0Ue HOS·T-PlANTS E.G 
EGYPT SEASONAL•DISTPIBUTION* HASSANEIN. 
EGYPT SEX-RATIO* HASSAN£IN. PQPULATION-
EGYPT TEMPE~ATURE-EFFECTS SOIL~MOlSTURE 
EGYPT* TAWFJK. SURVEY CORN FGYPT* TAWF 
EICHLER. HOST-RANGE EUROPE* ETCHLER, HO 
E.L-t<IFL. FEEOING-BrHAVIOK OIET .. F.:FFECTS* 
EL-KIFL. HISTOLOGY SCENT-GLANDS* FL•KIF 
ELSAYED. DIET-EFFECTS CHEMICAL-CONTROL* 
EUROPE HOST-RA~GE* MULLER. MIGRATION EU 
EUROPE* f' ICHLER. • HOST•RANGf El tROPE* t.I 
EXTERNAL-MORP~OLOGY PnST£MBRY0LOGY NOCTU 
FABRICius. MOTH-DEscPJPTlON SYNONYMS* F 
F~LL-qYF WINTER-FALLOW* SPECHT. TOBACCO 
FAROE-ISLANDS FAUNAL•LIST* WOLFF. FAROE 
FAUNAL•LIST* MOORE, CEYLON FAUNAL•LIST• 
FAUNAL·LIST* MAMET. MAURITIUS FAUNAL~LI 
FAUNAL•LIST* SOUTH. GR~AT•BRITAIN FAUNA 
FAUNAL•LIST* HUBNER• MOTH-ILLUSTRATION 
FAUNAL•LIST* HE.RE.2UL0T• ALGE'RIA FAllNAL•L 
FAU~AL-LIST* HAMPSON. INDIA crYLON BUHM 
FAUNAL-LIST* GROTE. MASSACHUSETTS FAUNA 
FAUNAL•LIST* STAUDINGER. GERMANY FAUNAL 
FAUNAL•LIST* SCHAr.FER. ARGENTINA FAUNAL 
FAUNAL•LlST* VIETTE. MADAGASCAR REU~ION 
FAUNAL-LIST* WOLFF. FAROE-ISLANOS FAUNA 
FAUNAL•LIST* CRAMER. SURINAM FAUNAL•LlS 
FAUNAL·LIST• G~OTF. SYNONO~Y FAUNAL-LIS 
FAUNAL-LIST SYNONYMS* BOISOUVAL• FAUNAL 
FAUNAL-LIST* GROTE. CHECK-LIST NOCTUIUA 
FAUNAL-LIST* BIEZANKO• URUGUAY HOST-RAN 
FAUNAL•LIST* AZUMA. RYUKYUS FAUNAL•LIST 
FnUNAL-LIST CABBAGE* ANONYMOUS. THAILAN 
FAUNAL•LIST* ALAM. PnKISTAN FAUNAL•LIST 
FAU~AL•LIST* SALMON. AUKLA~D·ISLANOS ~A 
FEEDING-BEHAVIOR* SCHOENBOHM. METEORUS-
FEEDING-BEHAVIOR DIFT-EFFECTS* EL·KIFL. 
FEEOING-~EHAVIOR LIGHT-RESP~NSE* ALAIR. 
FEHNANuo. LIGHT-TRAPS BRAZIL* FERNANDO. 
FERNANDO. LI~HT-TRAPS BRAZIL* FERNANOO. 
FIGUEqOA. CACAO BANANAS CHEMICAL-CONTROL 
FIJI POTATO TOBACCO* LEVER. FIJI POTATO 
FITCH, CORN NEW-YORK MOTH-ILLUSTRATION C 
~ITCH. CORN NEW•YOR~ MOTH-DESCRIPTION* 
FLASCHENTRAGERe SEX~ATTRACTANT PROOENIA• 
FLIGHT-ACTIVITY LIGHT-TRAP BRAZIL* NETO 
FLIGHT-BEHAVIOR TEMPERATURE-EFF[CTS* BR 
FLIG~T-REHAVIOR LIGHT-TRAPS* ANONYMOUS. 
FLINT. ILLINOIS ALFALFA CLOVER* FLINT. 


























































FOWLER, MICROSPORIDAN PATHOGEN* FOWLER, 
FRANCE CHEMICAL•CONTROL* ~ILLOT, ARTICH 
FRANCE MIGRATION* MILLOT. ARTICHOKE FRA 
FRANCE TOBACCO COTTON LUCERNE* VIETTE. 
FRENCH-MORROCO SEASONAL•DISTRigUTION• Z 
FRICK. TANSY-RAGWORT HOST-RANGE WEEDS* 
FRUIT* TREMBLAY, HABITUAL-FEEDING FRUIT 
FUCHS, CANTAL0UPES TEXAS CHEMICAL·CONTHO 
GENERIC-REVISION AGROTID•MOTHS MALE•GENE 
GEOGRAPHICAL-DISTRIBUTION* YANO. CAMP~E 
GEOGRAPHICAL-OISTRIBUTlON ECONOMIC•IMPOR 




GEOGRAPHICAL·DISTRI~UTION* SULCS, GERMA 
GEOGRAPHICAL-DlSTRIBUTlON* DRAUDT. MOTH 
GEOGRAPHICAL-DISTRlAUTION* CHEO• CHINA 
GEOGRAPHlCAL-DlSTRIBUTlON• SULCS. GERMA 
GEORGE. TOMATO GREAT•BRITAIN• GEORGE. T 
GEORGIA* BISSELL. GEORGIA• BISSELL. GE 
GERMANY FAUN~L-LIST* STAUDINGER. GERMAN 
GERMANY GEOGRAPHICAL ... OISTRIALITION* SULC 
GERMANY GFOGRAPHICAL~OISTRlAUTION* SULC 
GERMANY* SCHATZ. SUGAR-BEETS GERMANY* 
GINKO•BILOBA* WHEtLER, GINKO•BILOBA* W 
GRANULOSIS•DISEASE PATHOGENS* STEINHAUS 
GRAPES TURKEY* IRrN. GRAPES TURKEY* IR 
GRASSLANDS* SMITH. KANSAS ALFALFA GRASS 
GREAT•BRITAIN* HAWORTH. POTATO GRFAT•8R 
GREAT•BRITAIN* GEORGE, TOMATO GREAT·BHI 
GREAT-BRITAIN FAUNAL·LIST• SOUTH, GREAT 
GROTE. CHFCK~LIST NORTH•AMERICAN-MOTHS S 
GROTE. CHECK-LIST NOCTUIDAE SYNONOMY* G 
GROTE. CHECK-LIST NOCTUIDAE* GROTE. CHE 
GROTt. CHECK-LIST NOCTUIDAE* GROTE. CHE 
GROTE. CHECK-LIST SYNONYMS* GROTE. cm .. c 
GROTE. CHFCK·LIST NOCTUIDAE SYNONYMS* G 
GROTE. CHECK-LIST NOCTUIOAE SYNONYMS* G 
GROTE. CHECK-LIST NOCTUIDAE SYNONYMS* G 
G~OTE, CHECK.LIST NORTH•AMERlCA NOCTUID~ 
GROTE. CHECK-LIST NOCTUIOAE FAUNAL·LIST• 
GROTE. CHECKLIST SYNONOMY* GROTE. CHECK 
GROTE. CHECKLIST SYNONOMY• GROTE. CHECK 
GROTE. CHECKLIST NocTuIDAE SYNONYMS* GR 
GROTE. MASSACHUSETTS FAUNAL·LIST* GROTE 
GROTE. NEW•YORK MOTH-DESCRIPTION* GKOTE 
GROTE. ~OCTUIDAE CHECK•LIST SYNONYMS* G 
GqoTE. SYNONOMY FAUNAL·LIST* GROTE. SYN 
GUAGLIUMI. VENEZUELA TOBACCO• GUAGLIUMI 
HABITUAL•FEEDING FRUIT* TREMBLAY. HABIT 
HAMPSON. CATALOGUE NOCTUIOAE BRITI~H-~US 
HAMPSON. INDIA CEYLON BURMA FAUNAL•LIST* 
HARPER. POLYHEOROSts-vIRUS CHEMICAL-CONT 
HASSANEIN. POPULATION-DENSITY EGYPT SEX-


























































HAWAII* SWEZEY. POTATO HAWAII* SWEZEY. 
HAWORTH. MOTH•DESCRIPTION* HAWORTH. MOT 
HAWORTH. POTATO GREAT-BRITAIN* HAWORTH. 
HELSON. NEW-ZEALAND HOST-RANGE* HELSON, 
HERBULOT. ALGERIA FAUNAL•LIST* HERBULOT 
HEWITT. CANADA BEET~ CARKOTS ONIONS* HE 
HINKS. BIOSYSTE~ATICS R[AqING-PROCEDlRES 
HISTOLOGY SCENT•GLANDS* EL•KIFL• HISTOL 
HOGS ALFALFA PREDATORS* RODEBAUGH. HOGS 
HONtY-DEW NORWAY COLLECTING-TECHNIQUES* 
~OST-rLANTS EGYPT MIGRATlON* ZAAZOU. HO 
HOST-RANGE* MULLER. MIGRATION EUROPE HO 
HOST•RANGE FAUNAL•LIST* BIFZANKO. URUGU 
HOST-RANGE* CAPco. PHILIPPINES HOST-RAN 
HnST-QANbE GEOGRAPHICAL·UISTRipUTION* C 
HOST-RANGE* DARAVJOe BRAZIL HOST-RANGE* 
HOST-RANGE EUROPE* EICHLER. HoST•PA~GE 
HOST-RANGE WEEDS* FRICK. TANSy~RAGWORT 
HOST-P AMGE* HELSON. fJEW-ZEAL AND HOST-HA 
HOST-RANGE* LIU. CHINA HOST·RANGE* LIU 
HOST-RANGE CO~TROL-~FASUHES* LINTNER. N 
HOSl•RANGE* LINTNER. NEW•YORK CORN HOST 
HOST•PANGE* LINTNt:Rw NEW-YORK CORN HOST 
HOST-PA~GE CO~TROL-METHOUS ORNAMENTALS* 
HOST·RANGF VEGETABLF~ BI8LIOGRAPHY* RIN 
HUBNEP. MOTH-ILLUSTRATION FAU~AL•LIST* 
HUDSON. QUEBEC TRUCK-CROPS* HUDSON. QUE 
ILLINOIS ALFALFA CLOVE'R* FLINT. ILLINOI 
ILLINOIS YIELD-LOSS* ANONYMOUS. CORN IL 
ILLINOIS* SHAW. PREDICTING-INFESTATIONS 
ILLUSTRATFD-FIELD•KEY MOTHS NORTH~CENTRA 
ILLUSTRATEO•FIELD-~EY MOTH•KEY* RINGS• 
ILLUSTRATED-FIELD~KEY NORTH-CENTRAL-STAT 
lLLUSTRATFO-FIELn•K[Y OHIO ~OTH-KEY* RI 
ILLUSTRATED•FIELD·~EY MOTHS OHIO MOTH•KE 
ILLUSTRATED-FIELD-KEY NORTH-CENTRAL-STAT 
ILLUSTRATED-FIELD•KEY NOHTH•CENTRAL·STAT 
ILLUSTRATED•FIELO-~EY MOTHS ~OTH-KfY* R 
ILLUSTRATED-FIELD•KFY NORTH•CENTRAL•STAT 
INBREEDING REARING* pOITOUT. INBRFEOING 
INDIA CEYLON BURMA FAUNAL•LIST* HAMPSON 
INDIA CHEMICAL-CONTROL StX-RATIO* SEN. 
I~OIA PULSES LEGUMES* SENGUPTA. INDIA P 
INDIANA CORN POISO~-RAITS* PACKARD. IND 
INSECTICIDAL-CONTROL TOBACCO* CHENR. IN 
IRAQ* ABU•YAMAN. VEGETABLES !RAG* ABU-
IREN. GRAPES TURKEY* IR~N. GRAPES TURKE 
ITALY OATS WHEAT Ryr-GRASS* BtEZANKO. I 
ITALY PARASITES* R£RTOL0NI. ITALY PARAS 
JACOBSON. SEX-ATTRACTANTS srx-PHEROMONE* 
JAC08SON• SEX-PHERO~ONES SEX-ATTRACTANT* 
JANES. LETTUrE CHEMICAL-CONTROL* JANES. 
JAPAN* OMINO. 8EHAVIORAL•OIFFERENCES PO 
JOHNSTON. MALAYA CABBAGE CHEMICAL•CONTRO 
KANSAS ALFALFA GRASSLANDS* SMITH. KANSA 


























































LAR~AL•AEHAVIOR* ABDEL-MEGEED. ANTIFE~D 
LARVAL-BEHAVIOR* ARCHER. LlGHT·RESPONSf 
LARVAL•FEEDHIG* BllSCH ING• LflRVAL•SURV IV 
LARVAL-GROWTH* RErsE. ALLELOCHEMICS LAR 
LARVAL-GROWTH* ZAAZOUe FOOD-EFFECTS LAR 
LARVAL-HABITS OREGON SYNONOMY* PACKARU. 
LARVAL•KEY* RINGS. PICTORIAL·FIELO•KEY 
LARVAL-KEY* RINGS. PICTORIAL-FIELD-KEY 
LARVAL-KEY* RINGS. PICTORIAL•FIELD•KEY 
LARVAL-KEY* RINGS. PICTORIAL•FIELO•KEY 
LARVAL•KEY* RI~G$. PICTO~!AL•FIELD•KEY 
LARVAL-KEY* RINGS. PICTURJAL•FIELD·KEY 
LARVAL-KEY* RINGS. PICTORIAL-FIELD-KEY 
LARVAL-KEY* RINGS. P!CTORIAL·FIELD•KEY 
L~RVAL-KEY* RINGS. P!CTOR!AL·FilLC•kFY 
LARVAL•KEY* RINGS. P!CTORIAL•FIELO•KEY 
LARVAL-KEY* RINGS. PICTORIAL-FIELD-KEY 
LARVAL-KEY* RlNGS. PICTORIAL-FIELD-KEY 
LARVAL-KE~* RlNGS. PICTORIAL-FIELn~KEY 
LARVAL-KEY* RINGS. PICTORIAL-FIELD-KEY 
lARVAL-~EY* BRENIERE. MADAGASCAR TOBACC 
LARVAL·~EY* QI~GS. PICTOq!AL·FIELD•KEY 
LARVAL-SURVIVAL LARVAL•FlEDING* BUSCHIN 
LEGUMfS* SENGUPTA. INDIA PULSE~ LEGUM~S 
LEPELLEy. EAST-AFRICA KENYA CORN* LEP~L 
LEPPLA. CAR80~·0IOXIOE MATI~b* LEPPLA. 
LETTUCE CHEM!C~L-CONTROL* JANrs. LETTUC 
LETTUCE TOBACCO NnvA-sCOTIA* CIPR. CA80 
LETTUCE* C!PR. TORACCO NOVA-SCOTIA CAHA 
LFVER. FIJI POTATO TOBACCO* LEVER. FIJI 
LHOSTE. CHEMICAL-CONTROL* LHOSTE. CHEMI 
LIFE•HISTORY* CAFSAR. VEGETABLES ONTARI 
LIGHT•RESPONSE LARVAL-BEHAVIOR* ARCHEK. 
LIGHT-RESPONSE* BLAIR. RHOOESIA FEEDINh 
LIGHT•TRAPS BRAZIL* FERNANno. LIGHT-TKA 
LIGHT-TRAPS SEA50NAL-~1STR18UTION* LINK 
LIGHT-TRAPS* CARVALHO• 8RAZIL LIGHT•THA 
LIGHT-TRAPS SEASONAL-DISTRIBUTION* CARV 
LIGHT-TRAPS 8RAZIL* FERNANOO. LIGHT•THA 
LIGHT·TRAPS* AMONYMOUS. LOUISIANA FLIGH 
LIGHT•TRAP BRAZIL* NETO. FLIGHT·ACTIVIT 
LIGHT-TRAPS wISCnNSIN* SMITH. COMPAHISO 
LIMA-BEAN OHIO* RING~. ~ARROT POTATO LI 
LINCOLN. ARKANSAS CULTURAL-CONTROL• LIN 
LINK. BRAZIL PARASITES* LINK. ARAZIL PA 
LINK, BRAZIL LIGHT~TRAPS SEASONAL-OISTRI 
LINTNER. NE~·YORK HOST-RANGE CONTROL.•Mt:A 
LINTNER. ~EW-YORK CORN CABBAGE TOBACCO* 
LINTNER. NEW-YOR~ CORN HOST-RANGE* LINT 
LINTNtR, NEW .. YORK CORN HOST-RANGE* LINT 
LINTNfR, NlW-YORK CORN CABBAGE* LINTNEH 
LIU. CHINA HOST•RANGE• LIU. CHINA HOST-
LOUISIANA FLIGHT~BEHAVIOM LlGHT•THAPS* 
LUCERNE* VIETTE. FRANCE TOBACCO COTTON 
LUCKMANrJ, DEVELOPMENTAL-RATf TFMPERATUHE 


























































~AOAGASCAR RrUNION FAUNAL•LIST* VIETT~. 
MADAbASCAR To~ACCO LARVAL-~fY* BRfNIEHE 
MALAGASY PARASITES TOBACCO* APPERT. MAL 
~ALAYA CARBAGE C~EMICAL-CONTROL* JOHNST 
MALE-GENETALTA* McnUNNOUGH. GENERIC-REV 
MAME.T. llllAURITIUS FAUl\JAL•LIST• MA"1ET. MA 
MANSOUR. SUBSTRATES OVlPOSITION* MANSOU 
MARIANI. SICILY SEASONAL·~ISTRIBUTION* 
MARSH-GRASSE~* CIPR. OUTBREAK NOVA-SCOT 
MAS5ACHuSrTTS FAUNAL-LIST* GROTE. MASSA 
MAS5ACHUStTTS* TRfAT. PARASITIC-MITES U 
MATING* LEPPLA. CARBON-DIOXIDE MATING* 
~ATING·BEHAVI~R* SWicR• CALLING•BFHAVIO 
MATING-Rf HAVrryR OVIPOSITION* sWIER. RLP 
MAUR ITIIJS F AllNAL ... L I ST* MAMET. MAlJR IT IUS 
MCOUNNOUGH. GENERic-RrVISION AGROTJO-MOT 
~CLAUGHLIN. TRAP•COLO~ PHFROMONf•TPAPS* 
MEIGEN, MOTH .. QESCRIPTION SYNONOMY* MEIG 
METEORU~·L.EVIVENTRIS PARASITES FEEDING-A 
MEYRICK. GtOGRAPHICAL-DISTRIBUTION MOTH-
~lCROSOMAL•OXIDASE* THONGSTNTHUSAK, CHE 
MTCROSPORIDArl PATHOGEl\I* FOWLER. MICROSP 
l\~IGRJ.\TION EUROPE" HOST-RANGE* MULLER, Mt 
MIGRATION* ZAAZOU. HOST•PLANTS EGYPT MI 
MIGRATIC'li\J* MILLOT. ARTICHOKE FRANCE MIG 
MIGRATIONS GEOGRAP~ICAL•UISTRI8UTIO~* 0 
MtLLJROM. DELAWARE TOMATOES rr.oNOMIC-tMP 
~ILL.IRON. OEl AWARE ALFALFA CLOVER* MILL 
MILLOT, ARTICHOKE FRANCE CHEMICAL•CONTRO 
~IL.LOT, A~TICHOKE FRANCE MI~RATION* MIL 
MISSOURI VEGETABLES• TALBERT. MISSOURI 
MISSOURJ* RILEY. SMILAX MISSOURl* RILE 
MITES PARASITES* TREAT. MITES PARASITlS 
MOONLIGHT AUSTRALIA ovIPOSITION* PERSSO 
MOORE. CEYLON FAUNAL•LIST* MOORE. CEYLO 
MOTH-DESCRIPTION• WALKER. VENEZUELA MOT 
MOTH•DE~CRIPTION SYNONYMS* FA~?ICIUS. M 
MOTH-O[~CRIPTION• H~WORTH. MOTH-OESCRIP 
M-OTH•OESCRIPTION SyNONOMY* MEIGEN. MOTH 
MOTH-DESCRIPTION* ~fyRICK. GEOGRAPHICAL 
MOTH•DESCRIPTIO~* SFITZe SYNONO~Y MOTH• 
MOTH-DESCRIPTION SYNONOMY* NEWMAN, MOTH 
MOTH•OESCRlPTlON• GROTE• NEW•YORK MOTH• 
MOTH•OESCRIPTION• FITCH. CORN NEW-YORK 
MOTH-DESCRIPTION SYNONYMS* TREITSCHKE• 
MOTH-OE~CRIPTION• SPEYER. COMPAHATIVE-M 
MOTH•EAR·~ITE PARASITIC-MITES* TREAT. ~ 
MOTH-ILLUSTRATIO~ FAUNAL-LIST* HU8NER. 
MOTH-ILLUSTRATIO~ SYNONOMY* WARREN. MOT 
MOTH•ILLUSTRATION GEOGRAPHtCAL-OISTRIBUT 
~OTH•lLLUSTRATION CONTROL-MEASURES* FIT 
MOTH•KEY* RINGS. lLLUSTHATED-FlELO•KEY 
MOTH•KEY* RINGS. ILLUSTHATFD•FIELO-kEY 
MOTH•KEY* RINGS. ILLUSTHATEO•FIELO•KEY 
MOTH•KEY* RINGS. ILLUSTRATED-FIELD-KEY 


























































MOTH-~EY* RINGS. ILLUSTRATEO·F!ELO•KEY 
MOTH·~EY* RINGS. ILLUSTRATED•FIELD•KEY 
MOTH-KEY* RINGS. ILLUSTRATED-FIELD-KEY 
MOTH•KEY* RINGS. ILLUSTRATED-FIELD-KEY 
MOTHS MOTH•KFY* RINGS• lLLUSTRATEO-F!EL 
MOTHS NQRTH•CENTRAL-STATlS MOTH-KEY* RI 
MOTHS OH!Cl MOTH-KEY• RINGS, .ILLUSTRATE.O 
MULLER• MI GRA TIOr,1 EUROPE HOl=>T •RANGE* MIJ 
NASR. EGYPT TEMPER~TURE·EFFECTS SOIL·MOI 
~ 1 ATURAL-ENEMIES* r~IPPER· COTTON SUDAN N 
NETO. FLIGHT-ACTIVITY LlGHT~TRAP BRAZIL* 
NEW~YOR~ CORN HOST~RANGE* LI~TNER, NE~­
NEW•YOR~ CORN CABAAGE TOBACCO* LINTNER, 
NEW-YORK CORN HOST-RANGE* LINTNER. NEW-
NEW-YORK CORN CABBAGE* LINTNER. NEW-YOR 
NEW-Y0RK HOST·RANGE CONTROL·MEASURr~* L 
NEW~YCRK ~OTH~OESCRIPTION* GROTE. NEW·Y 
NEW•YORK MOTH-DESCRIPTION* FITCH. CORN 
NEW-YORK MOTH-ILLUSTRATION CONTROL-MEASU 
NEW·ZEALA~D* T~EAT. pARASITIC-~ITES N~W 
f\JEW ... zE ALArJD HOST-RANGE* HELS'HJ. l\ffW-lt.A 
NEWFOUl\JLAl\10 fllQVA-SCOTIA* CIPR. NEWFOUNL 
~EWMAN. MOTH~UESCHIPTION SYNONOMY* NEWM 
NIELSEN. HONEY-DEW NORWAY COLLECTING-TEC 
NOCTUID-LARVAE* RIPLEY. EXTERNAL-~ORPHO 
NOCTUIDAE SYNONY~S* GROTE. CHfCK•LIST N 
NOClUIDAE SYNO~YMS* GR01E, CHECKLIST NO 
~OCTUIOAE FA~~AL•LIST* GROTE. CHECK•LI~ 
NOCTUIUA~ SYNONO~Y* GROTE. CHECK-LIST N 
NOCTUIDAE SYNONYMS* GROTE. CH[CK•LIST N 
NOCTUIDAE BRITISH-MUSEU~* HAMPSON. CATA 
NOCTUI~AE SYN0NY~S* GROTE. CH[CK•LIST N 
NOCTUIOAE CHECK-LIST SYNONYMS* GROTE. N 
NOCTUIDAE* GROTF. CHfCK•LIST NOCTUIDAE• 
NOCTUIDAE* GROTE. CHfCK•L!ST NOHTH·AMlR 
NOCTUIOAl* GROTE. CHECK-LIST NOCTUIDAl* 
NOCTUOinEA* OPHEIM. CATALOGUE NORWAY NO 
NORTH·A~(RICA NOCTU!DAE* GROTf. CHECK•L 
NORTH•AMERICA~·MOTHS SYNONOMY* GROTE. C 
~'llORHi•CAtWLHJA* SHERMAN• CORf\J NORTH-CAR 
NORTH-CENTRAL-STATES MOTH•KEY* RINGS. I 
NORTH-CENTRAL-STAT~S MOTH-KEY* RI~GS. I 
NORTH-CENTRAL-STAT~S LARVAL•KEY* RINGS. 
NORTH-crNTRAL ... STATES MOTH-KEY* R HIGS. I 
NORTH-CENTRAL-STATES LARVAL•KEY* RINGS. 
NORTH·CENTRAL-STATfS OHIO LARVAL-KEY* R 
NORTH-CENTRAL-STATrs LARVAL-KEY* RINGS, 
NORTH·C~NTRAL-STATfS MOTH-KEY* RINGS. I 
~ORTH-C[NTRAL-STAT~S LARVAL-KEY* ~INGS. 
NORTH-CENTRAL-STATES LARVAL-KEY* RINGS. 
NOR!H-CENTRAL-STATrs ~OTH-~EY• RINGS. I 
NORTH•CFNTRAL·STATFS LARVAL-KEY* RINGS. 
NORWAY COLLECTING•TfCHNIQUE~* NIELSEN• 
NORWAY NOCTUOIDEA* OPHEIM. CATALOGUE NO 
NOVA-SCOTIA* CIPR. CABBAGE LETTUCE TOBA 


























































NOVA-SCOTIA TOMATO POTATO COHN-SWEET* C 
NOVA•SCOTIA ONTARIO* CIPR. NOVA-SCOTIA 
NOVA-SCOTIA CABBAGE LETTUCE* CIPR. TO~A 
NOVA•SCOTIA ~AR~H-GRASSES* CipR, OUTBRE 
NOVA•SCOTlA* CIPR. NEWFOUNLAND NOVA-SCO 
OATS WHEAT RYE-GRASS* SIEZANKO, ITALY 0 
ODIYO. SEASONAL-DISTRIBUTION.MIGRATIONS 
OHIO CONTROL-MEASURES* KINGS, OHIO CONT 
OHIO CONTROL-MEASURES ECONOMIC-IMPORTANC 
OHIO LARVAL•KEY* RINGS• PICTORIAL-FIELD 
OHIO LARVAL-KEY* RINGS. PICTORIAL-FIELD 
OHIO LARVAL-~EY* RINGS. PICTORIAL-FIELD 
OHIO LARVAL-KEY* RINGS• PICTORIAL-FI(LO 
OHIO LARVAL-KEY* RINGS, PICTORIAL-FIELD 
OHIO LARVAL-KEY* RINGS, PICTORIAL-FIELD 
OHIO MOTH-KEY* PINGS. ILLUSTRATED-FIELD 
OHIO 111\0TH .. KEY* Rit\tGS. ILL!JSTRATEO ... FIELD 
OHIO POISONED-BAITS* WEBSTER, OHIO POIS 
OHIO* Rl~GS. CARKOT pOTATO LIMA-BEAN OH 
OHIO* RINGS. BIBLIOGRAPHY-SUPPLEMENT OH 
OLEFINIC•ALD[HYOES ~EX-ATTRACTANTS SEX•P 
OLEFINIC•ALDEHYDES SEX-ATTRACTANTS SEX•P 
OL£FINIC-ALOEHYOES SEX-ATTRACTANTS SEX-P 
OMINO. BEHAVIORAL•DIFFERENCcS pOISONEO•B 
ONIONS* HE~ITT. CANADA UEETS CARROTS ON 
ONTARIO LIFE-HISTORY* CAESAR. VEGETAALE 
ONTARIO NOVA-SCOTIA TOMATO POTATO CORN•S 
ONTARIO* CIPR. NOVA•SCOTIA ONTARIO* CI 
ONTARIO* CHENG. PARASITES ONTARIO* cHr 
OPHEIM. CATALOGUE NORWAY NOCTUOIDEA* OP 
OREGON CHEMICAL~CONTROL BUSHBEANS* CROW 
OREGON SYNONO~Y* PAC~ARD. LA~VAL•HABITS 
ORNAMENTALS* WIEGEL• HOST-RANGE CONTROL 
ORNAMENTALS BULGARJA* DIVI~ANOV. ORNAM~ 
ORNAMENTALS DEFINITION* DODGE. ORNAMENT 
OUTBR~AK NOVA-SCOTIA MARSH-GRASSES* CIP 
OUTBREAKS* RINGS. GEOGRAPHICAL•DISTRIBU 
OVIPOSITION·PREFERENCES YELLOW.ROCKtT UO 
OVIPOSITION* PERSSON. MOO~LIGHT AUSTRA 
OVIPOSITlON* MA~SOUR. SUBSTRATES OVIPOS 
OVIPOSITION* SWIER. REPROOUCTIVE•BEHAVI 
PACKARD. INDIANA CORM POISON·BAITS* PAC 
PACKARD. LARVAL-HABITS OREGON SYNONOMY* 
PAKISTAN FAUNAL•LIST* ALAM. PAKISTAN FA 
PAKISTAN TOB~CCO* ALAM. PAKISTAN TOBACC 
PAKISTAN* A88A~. PULSES PAKISTAN* ABBA 
PARASITES ONTARIO* CHENG, PARASITES ONT 
PARASITES TOBACCO* APPERT, MALAGASY PAR 
PARASITES FEEDING-REHAVIOR* ScHOENROHM, 
PARASITES* LINK. ARAZIL PARASITES* LIN 
PARASITES* TREAT. MITES PARASITES* THE 
PARASITES* HERTOLONI. ITALY PARASITES* 
PARASITIC-MITES UTAH MASSACHUSETTS* TRE 
PARASITIC-MITES* TREAT• MOTH•EAR-MITE P 
PARASITIC-MITES NEW-ZEALAND* TREAT. PAR 


























































PATHOGUtS VI RUSES* BF:RGOLD. PATHOGEf\.S V 
PATHOGtNS VIRUSES* RrRGOLD. PATHOGENS V 
PATHOGENS* ZYDANOV. VIRUSES PATHOGfNS* 
PATHOGE'-'S* STEINHAUS• VI RUSES PATHOGENS 
PATHOG(NS* ~TEINHAU~. GHANULOSIS·OI~EAS 
PATHOGENS* STEINHAUS. TAXONOMY VIRUSES 
PAULIAN. MADAGASCAR TOBALCO COTTON POTAT 
PEAS* WALLACE. ST·HELENA PEAS* WALLAlE 
PERSSON. MOONLIGHT AUSTRALIA OVIPOSITIO 
PEST-MANAGEMENT* RLAIR. RHDnE~IA PEST•M 
PHEROMONl·TRAPS* MCLAUGHLI~. TRAP-COLOQ 
PHILIPPINES HOST-RANGE* CAPro. PHILIPPI 
PICTORIAL~FifLD-KEY VEGETABLES OHIO LAHV 
PICTORIAL-FIELD-KFY CORN NOqTH-CENTRAL•S 
PICTORIAL·FifLD•KEY VEGETABLES LARVAL-KE 
PICTORIAL-~If.LO-~EY CORN LARV~L-KEY* RI 
PIClORIAL·FIELD•KEY VEGETABLfS NORTH·C~N 
PIC'TOR!l\L•FIELD·K[Y CQRf\J MOR.Tl-i-CENTRAL•S 
PICTORIAL•FifLD-~EY VEGETABLES NORTH-CEN 
P!CTORI~L-FifLU•KEY vrGETAALES OHIO LAKV 
PICTORIAL-FI(LO·K~Y v~GETA~LrS OHIO LARV 
PICTORIAL-FIELD·~Ey CORN OHIO LARVAL·K~Y 
PICfu~IAL-FIELn-vEy rnRN OHIO LARVAL-KtY 
PICTORIAL·FIFLD·KEY vEGETABLFS LARVAL-KE 
PICTOqIAL-Fl(LD-KEY roRN NoqrH-CE~TRAL-S 
PICTORIAL-FIELD-KEY VEGETABLES NORTH·CEN 
rICTORil\L-FIELO-KEY r~RN NORTH-CENTRAL•S 
PLENET. REUNION POTATOES* PLENET. REUNI 
POISON-RAITS* PACKARD• INDIANA CORN POI 
POISONEn•BAITS* WERSTER• OHIO POISONED-
POI~ONl n-AAI TS JAPAN* OMINO. BEHAVIORAL 
POITOUT. INBREErIN~ REARING* pnITOUT. I 
POLYHE"DROSIS-VIRIJS CHF.:Mil.AL-CONTROL* HA 
POPULATION•OYNA~ICS* ARTIGAS. CHILE SlX 
POPULATION•DfNSITY EGYPT SEX-RATIO* HAS 
POPULATION-DC~SITY fGYPT SEA~ONAL-DISTRI 
POSTEMRRYOLOGY NOCTUID·LARVAf* RlPLlY• 
POTATO CORN-SWEET* CtPR. T08ACC0 ONTAKI 
POTATO GRf AT·BR!TAIN* HAWORTH. POTATO G 
POTATO ~AwAII* sW~ZEY· POTATO HAWAil* 
POTATO LI~A·REAN OHIO* RINGS. CARROT PO 
POTATO TOBACCO* LfVfR. ~IJI POTATO TObA 
POTATOE~* PAULIAN. MQDAGASCAR TOBACCO C 
POTATOE~* PLENETo RfUNION POTATOES* PL 
PREDATORS* RODtBAUGH. HOGS ALFALFA PRt.D 
pqEOATORS* ~EST. CARABIDS PREOATOPS* 8 
PREDICTING .. HIFE"<iTATIONS ILLINOIS* SHAW. 
PREVENTIVE-MEASURES CONTROL-illfEASURES* <.; 
PRODENIA-LITURA* FL6SCHE~TRA~(R. SEX•AT 
PULStS LEGUMtS* SENGUPTA. INDIA PULSES 
PULSt~ PA~ISTAN* A8RAS. PULSE~ PAKISTAN 
PYRETHROIOS-SYNTHETIC CHE~ICAL~CONTROL* 
QUEBEC TRUCK·CRnP~* HUDSON. QUEBEC TRUC 
REARING* POITOUT. INBRElDING REARING* 
RE. ARH1G .. PROCE01RE~* HINKS• 8 I OSY STtMA TI 


























































REESE. ALLELOCHrMics OEV~LOPMENTAL-INHIR 
REESE. ALLELOCHEMics DEVELOPMENTAL-INHIB 
REESE. AlLELrCHEMics LARVAL-GROWTH* RlE 
REPRODUCTIVE-BEHAVIOR MATING-BEHAVIOR OV 
REUNION FAUNAL·LIST• VIETTF. MADAGASCAR 
REUNION POTATOES* PLENET. REUNION POTAT 
RHODESIA FEEDING-BfHAVlOH LIGHT•RESPONSE 
RHODE5IA PEST-~ANAGEMFNT* BLAIR. RHODES 
RICE LIGHT•TRAPS SEASONAL-DISTRIBUTION* 
RILEY. SMILAX MI~S0URI* RILEY. SMILAX M 
RINGS. ANNOTATED-BIBLIOGRAPHIES SUPPLEME 
R1NGS. ~NNOTATED-AtBLIOGRAPHIES SUPPLEME 
RINGS. BIBLIOGRAPHY-SUPPLEMENT OHIO* KI 
HINGS. 8IeLIOGRAPHY-SUPPLEMENT* RINGS. 
RINGS. CARROT POTATO LIMA•BfAN OHIO* KI 
RINGS. GEOGRAPHICAL-DISTHIRUTIQN fCONOMI 
RIN&S. GEOGRAPHICAL-DISTRIBUTION ECONOMI 
RING&. GEO~RAPHICAL-OISTRlBUTlON ECONOMY 
RINGS. 40ST•RANC.~ VEGrTA8LES AIBLIOGRAPH 
PINGS. ILLUSTRATED~FIELD·KEY MQTH-KEY* 
RINGS. ILLUSTPATED-FIELD•KEY NOPTH-CENTR 
RING~, ILLUST~ATEO-FIELD•KEY NnRTH-CENTR 
RINGS. !LLUSTRATEQ-~IELD•KEY ~rTHS OHIO 
RINGS. ILLUSTRATEO-FIELO•KEY NORTH-CENTR 
hINGS. ILLUSTRATED-~IELO·KEY MOTHS MOTH-
RINGS. ILLUSTRATED-~IELD•KEY MOTHS NORTH 
RINGS. ILLUSTRATfU-FIELD•ktY NQRTH.CE~T~ 
RINGS. ILLUSTRATED-FIELD-KEY OHIO MOTH•K 
RINGS. OHIO CONTROL-MEASURES EcONOMlL•lM 
RINGS. 0HIO CONTqOL-MEASURES* RINGS. OH 
RINGS. PICTORIAL-FIELD·KtY VEGETABLES LA 
RINGS. PICTORIAL-FIELD-KEY CORN NORTH-CE 
~INGS. PlCTOR!AL-~IELD·K~Y VEGETARLES NO 
RINGS. PICTORIAL-FIEL~·KEY CORN OHIO LAR 
RINGS. PICTORIAL-FIELO•KEY VEGETABLES NO 
RINGS. PICTORIAL-FIELO-K~Y VEGETABLES OH 
RINGS. PICTORIAL-FIELD·K~Y CORN NORTH-CE 
RI~LS. PICTO~IAL-FI~Ln·K~Y VEG[TABLES OH 
RINGS. PICTORIAL-FIELD-KEY CORN NORTH-CE 
kINGS. PICTORIAL-FIE"LO-KEY CORIJ OHIO LAR 
RINGS. PICTORIAL~FIELO·K~Y VEGrTABLES OH 
~IN&S. PICTORlAL-FJELO-KlY CORN NORTH-CE 
RINGS. PICTOR!AL-FIELO·K~Y VEGETAHLES NO 
RINGS. PICTOP!Al-FIELD-K~Y CORN LARVAL·K 
RINGS. PICTORIAL-FitLO·K~Y VEGETABLES LA 
RINGS. SUPPLEMENTAL-ANNOTATED-RIBLIOGRAP 
RIPLEY, EXTERNAL~MORPY0L0GY PO~TEMBRYOLO 
RIPPER. COTT0~ SUOAN NATURAL-ENEMIFS* R 
ROARK. TOXAPµENE CME~ICAL-CONTROL* ROAR 
RODEBAUGH. HOGS ALFALFA PREOAToRS* RODE 
RUSSIA* ZHDANOV. VI~USES RUSSIA* ZHDAN 
RYE-GRASS* BIEZANKO. ITALY OATS WHEAT R 
RYUKYUS FJ\UNAL•LIST• AlUMA, RyllKYUS FAU 
SALMON. AUKLAND•ISLANOS FAUNAL-LIST* SA 
SAMPLING•l"'ETHOOS ATTRACTAMT•BAITS* ARCH 


























































SCENT-ORGAN* SCHULTZ. SCENT-ORGAN* SCH 
SCHAEFER. ARGENTINA FAUNAL·LIST* SCHA~F 
SCHATZ. SUGAR•BEET~ GERMANY* SCHATZ. SU 
SCHOENBOHM, METEORUS·LEVIVENTRIS PARASIT 
SCHULTZ. SCENT-ORGAN* SCHULTZ, SCENT-OH 
SEASONAL•DISTRIBUTION* LINK. BRAZIL LlG 
SEASONAL-DlSTRIAUTION* CARVALHO. RICE L 
SEASONAL-DISTRIBUTION* MARIANI. SICILY 
SEASONAL-DISTR1BUTI0~* HASSANEIN. ABUND 
SEASONAL-DISTRIBUTION MIGRATIONS GEOGRAP 
SEASONAL•DlSTRlBUTION* LERNY. FRENCH-MO 
SEITZ. SYNONOMY MOTH·~ESCRIPTIO~* ~EITZ 
SF.N. INDIA CHEMICAL-CONTROL SEX·RATIO* 
SENGUPTA. !~DIA PULSES L~GU~ES* SENGUPT 
SEX-ATTRACTANT SEX-PHrROMONE* STECK. SE 
SEX-ATT~ACT Ar-ITS SEX ... pyEROMONtS* Ul\JDERHI 
SEX-ATTRACTANTS SEX-PHEROMONES* UNDERHI 
SEX-ATTRACTANT* JACOBSON. SEX-PHEROMONE 
SFX-ATTRACTANT SF.X-PHE"ROMONE* STHLJALF• 
SEX-ATTPACTANTS SEX-PHERO~ONE* JACOBSON 
SEX .. ATTRACTA~IT PROOENIA-LITURA* FLASCHE 
SE'X·ATTRACT Al\lTS SElC -PHEROMONES* Ul\IDLRHI 
SEX-PHEROMONf* STRUBLE• SEX-ATTRACTANT 
SEX-PHEROMONES* UN~ERHILL. OLEFINIC-ALD 
SEX•PHER0"'1Qf\tf S* llNOERHILL • OLf"FINIC-ALD 
~EX~PHEROMONES* UNDERHILL. OLrFINIC-ALD 
SEX-PH~ROMONE* JACOBSOfJ. SEX-ATTRACTANT 
SEX-PHEROMONES SEX.ATTRACTANT* JACOBSON 
$lX•PHEROMONf* STECK. S~X-ATTRACTANT SE 
SEX-RATIO* HASSANEIN. POPULATION•OENSIT 
SEX-RATIO* SEN. INOIA CHEMICAL-CONTROL 
SEX~RATIOS POPULATION.DYNAMICS* ARTIGAS 
SHAw. PREDICTIN(; ... INFE~TATIONS ILLINOIS* 
SHERMAN• CORr-1 l\IORTH-CAROLINA* SHERMAN• 
SICILY SEASONAL•nI~TRIBUTION* MARIANI• 
SILVEIRA-GUIDO, URUGUAY SUNFLOWERS* SIL 
SILVEIRA•GUIDO. URUGUAY SUNFLOWER~ CONT~ 
SMILAX MISSOURI* RILrY. SMILAX MISSOURI 
SMITH. BLACKLIGHT~TRAPS WISCONSIN* SMIT 
5MITH. RLACK-LIGHT .. TPAPS WISCONSIN* SMI 
SMITH. ~LACK-LIGHT"TRAPS WISCONSIN* SMI 
Sr-"ITl-1 • BLACK-LIGHT .. TRAP WISCONSIN* SMIT 
SMITH, COMPARISON LIGHT-TRAPS WISCONSIN* 
SMITH. KA~SAS ALFALFA GRASSLANDS* SMITH 
S~ITH. WISCOr-tSIN BLACK .. LIGHT .. TRAPS* SMI 
SOIL-IN~[CTICIDES CHE~ICAL-CONTROL* YOK 
SOIL•MOISTURE DEVELOPMENTAL-RATES* NASR 
SOUTH. GREAT-BRITA!~ FAUNAL•LIST* SOUTH 
SPECHT, TOBACCO NOVA-SCOTIA FALL•RYE WlN 
SPEYER. COMPARATIVE-MORPHOLOGY MOTH-DESC 
SPEYER. SYNONYMS* SPEYER. SYN~NYMS* Sp 
ST-HELENA PEAS* WALLACE. ST•HELENA PEAS 
STAUDI~GER. GERMANY FAUNAL•LIST* STAUDI 
STECK. SEX•ATTRACTANT SEX-PHEROMONE* ST 
STEINHAUS. V!ttUSrs PATHOGENS* STEINHAUS 


























































STEINHAUS. TAXONnMy VIRUSES PATHOGENS* 
STRUBLE. SEX-ATTRACTANT SEX•PHEROMONE* 
SUBSTRATES OVIPOSITION* MA~SOUR. SUBSTR 
SUDAN NATURAL-ENEMIES* RIPPER. COTTON S 
SUGAR•BEtTS GERMANY* SCHATZ. SUGAR-BE~T 
SUGAR•BEET BULGARIA* OOCHKOVA. SUGAR-BE 
SULCS. GERMANY GE0GRAPHICAL•DISTRI8UTION 
SULCS. GERMANY GEOGRAPHICAL•OisTRIAUTION 
SUNFLOWERS CONTROL·MfASURES* SILVEIHA·G 
SUNFLOWERS* SILVEIRA-GUIDO. URUGUAY SUN 
SUPPLtMENTAL·ANNOTATEO•BIBL!OGRAPHJES BI 
SUPPLEMENT* RI~GS. ANNOTATEO•RIBLIOGRAP 
SUPPLEMENT CUTWORMS* RINGS. ANNOTATEO•B 
SURINAM FAUNAL•LIST* CRAMER. SURINAM FA 
SURVEY CORN EGYPT* TAWFIK. SURVEY CORN 
SWEET. PRFVEMTIVF.:-MEl\SUi.tE.S CONTROL .. MEASU 
SWEZtY. POTATO HAWAII* SWE7EY. POTATO H 
SWilR. CAlLING~BEH~vioR MATING-BEHAVIOR* 
SWIER. REPROOUCTIVE-BEHAVIOR MATING•BEHA 
SWINHOE. AUSTRALIA SYNONOMY* SWINHOt. A 
SYNONOMY FAUNAL•LIST* GHOTE. SYNO~OMY F 
SYNONOMY MOTH-DESCRIPTION• SEITZ. SYNON 
SYNONOMY URUGUAY* WALLENGREN. SYNONOMY 
SYNONOMY* GROTE. CHECK•LIST NORTH-AMEttI 
$YNONO~Y* bROTf. CHECK-LIST NocTUIOAE s 
SYNONOMY* WARREN. MOTH-ILLUSTRATION SYN 
SYNONOMY* MEIGEN. MOTH-DESCRIPTION SYNO 
SYNONOMY* NFWMAN. ~OTH•DESCRIPTION SYNO 
SYNONOMY* PACKA~D. LARVAL-HARITS OREGON 
SYNONOMY* SWINHOE. AUSTHALIA SYNONOMY* 
SYNONOMY* GROTE. CHECKLIST SYNO~OMY* G 
SYNONOMY* GRnTE. CHfCKLIST SYNONOMY• G 
SYNONYMS* SPEYER. SYNONY~S* SPEYfR. SY 
SYNONYMS• FABRicius. MOTH-DESCRIPTION s 
SYNONYMS* or-JOANNIS. VIET-~AM SYNONYMS 
SYNO~Y~S* BOISDUV~L• FAUNAL-L!ST SYNONY 
SYNONYMS* GROTE. CHECK-LIST SYNONYMS* 
SYNONYMS* GROTC. CHECKLIST NOCTUIOAE SY 
SYNONYMS* TREITSCHKE. ~OTH•OESCRIPTION 
SYNONYMS* GROTE. CHF rK·LI ST l\IQCTlJIDAE S 
SYNONYMS* GROTE, CHECK•LIST NOCTUIDAE S 
SYNO~YMS* GROTE. CH~CK-LIST NQCTUIDAE S 
SYNONYM~* GPOTE. NOCTUIDAE CHECK-LIST S 
TALBERT. MISSOURI VFGETAHLES* TALBERT. 
TANSY-RAGWORT HOST-RANGE WEEDS* FRICK· 
TAWFIK. SURVEY CORN EGYPT* TAWFIK. SURV 
TAXONOMY VIRUSES PATHOGENS• STEINHAUS. 
TEMPERATURf•fFFECTS* LUCKMANN. DEVELOPM 
TEMPERATURE-EFFfCTS* 8ROER$MA. FLTGHT-8 
TEMPERATURE-EFFECTS soIL-MOlSTlJRE OEVELO 
TEXAS CHEMICAL•CONTROL* FUCHS. CANTALOU 
TEXAS VIRGINIA ECONOMIC·I~PORTANCE• ANO 
THAILA~D FAUNAL•LIST CA08AGE* ANONYMOUS 
THONGSINTHUSAK. CHEMICAL-CONTROL MICROSO 
TOBACCO COTTON LUCFRNE* VIETTE. FRANC~ 


























































TOBACCO LARVAL-KEY* ARENIERE. MADAGA~CA 
TOBACCO NOVA-SCOTIA* CIPR. CABBAGE LETT 
TOBACCO NOVA-SCOTIA CAHBAGE LETTUCr• er 
TOBACCO NOVA~SCOTIA FALL•RYE WINTER•FALL 
TOBACCO ONTARIO NOVA·SCOlIA TOMATO POTAT 
TOBACCO* ALAM, PAKISTAN TOAACCO* ALAM, 
T08ACCO* CHENG. I~SECTICIOAL·CONTROL TO 
TOBACCO* GUAGLIUMI. VENlZUELA TOBACCO* 
TOHACCO* LEVER, FIJI POTATO TOBACCO* L 
TOBACCO* LINTNER. NEW•YORK CORN CABBAGE 
TOBACCO* APPERT. ~ALAGASY PARASITFS TOA 
TOMATO GREAT•BRITAIN* G~ORGE. TOMATO GR 
TOMATO POTATO CORN-SWEET* CIPR. TOBACCO 
TOMATOE~ tCONO~IC•I~PORTANCE* MILLIRON, 
TOXAPHENE CHEMICAL-CONTROL* ROARK, TOXA 
TRAP•COLOR PHEROMONE•THAPS* McLAUGHLIN. 
TREAT, ~ITES PARASITES* TREAT, MITES PA 
TREAT. MOTH•fAR·MITE PARASITIC-MITtS* T 
TREAT. PARASITIC-MITES NtW-ZEALAND* TRE 
TREAT, PARASITIC-MITES UTAH MASSACHUSETT 
TREtTSCHKE, MOTH-DESCRIPTION SYNONYMS* 
TREMBLAY. HA8ITUAL-FFFDING FRUIT* TREMB 
TRUCK-CROPS* HUnSoN. QU~BEC TRUCK-CROPS 
TUR~EY• !REN. GRAPES TUHKEY* !REN. GHA 
U~DERHILL• OLEFINIC•ALOEHYO~S sEX•ATT~AC 
UNOtRHILL• OLEFINIC·ALDEHYOES SEX•ATTRAC 
UNDtRHILL. OLEFINIC-ALOEHYDts sEX•ATTRAC 
URUGUAY HOST-RANGE FAUNAL•LTST* BIEZANK 
URUGUAY SUNFLOWERS* SlLVCIRA•GUIDO. IJRU 
URUGUAY SUNFLOWERS CONTROL-MEASURES* SI 
URUGUAY* WALLE~G~EN. SYNONOMY URUGUAY* 
UTAH MASSACHUSETTS* TREAT. PARASITIC-MI 
VEGETA~LES NnRTH-CCNTRAL•STATES LARVAL·K 
VEGETABLE~ LARVAL•KEY• RINGS, PICTORIAL 
vEGETABLES ~ORTH-CENTRAL•STATES LARVAL-~ 
VEGETABLES NOQTH·CENTRAL•STATES LARVAL•K 
VEGETABLES LARVAL•KEY* RINGS. PICTORIAL 
VEGETAALES* TAL8tRT· MISSOURI VEGETABLE 
VEGETABLES* BERRY. CHEMICAL-CONTROL VEG 
VEG~TAbLES OHIO LARVAL•KtY* RINGS, PICT 
VEGETABLES OHIO LARVAL•KEY• RINGS. PICT 
VEGETABLES ONTARIO LIFE-HISTORY* CAESAR 
VEGETABLES IRAQ• A8U·YAMAN. VEGETABLES 
VtGtTABLES BIBLIOGRAPHY* RING~, HOST-RA 
VEGETABLES OHIO LARVAL•KEY* RINGS. PICT 
VENEZUELA TOPACCO* ~UAGLIUMI. VENfZU~LA 
VENEZUELA MOTH-DESCRIPTION• WALKER. VEN 
VlET-~A~ SYNONYMS* DE·JOANNIS, VIET-NA~ 
VIETTEe FRANCE TORACCO COTTON LUCERNE* 
VIETTE. MADAGASCAR REUNION FAU~AL·LIST* 
VIRGI~l~ ECONOMIC•JMPORTANCF• ANONYMOUS 
VIRUSES PATH0GENS* ZHDANOV. VIRUSES PAT 
VIRUSES PATHOGENS* STEINHAUS. VIRUSES P 
VIRUSES PATHOGENS* STEINHAUS. TAXONOMY 
VIRUSFS RUSSIA• ZHDANOV. VIRUSES RUSSIA 


























































VIRUSES* BERGOLD. PATHOGENS VIRUSES* 8 
WALKER. VENEZUELA MOTH·D~SCR!PTION* WAL 
~ALLACE. ST•HEL[NA PEAS* WALLACE. ST•HE 
WALLtNGREN, SYNONOMY URUGUAY* WALLENGHE 
~ARREN. MOTH-ILLUSTRATION SYNONOMY* WAR 
WEBSTER, OHIO POI~ONEO•BAITS* WEBSTER. 
WEEDS* FRICK. TANSY-RAGWORT HOST•RANGE 
WHEAT RYE-GRASS* BIEZANKO. ITALY OATS W 
WHEELER. GINKO•BILOAA* WHErLER. GINKO-B 
WIEGEL, HOST-RANGE CONTROL-METHODS ORNAM 
~INTER•FALLOW* SPrCHT• TOOACCO NOVA-SCO 
WISCONSIN BLACK-LIGHT-TRAPS* SMITH. WIS 
wISCONSIN* SMITH. BLACKLIGHT-TRAPS WI~C 
WISCONSIN* SMITH. 8LACK•LIGHT-TRAPS WIS 
wISCONSIN* S~ITH. 8LACK•LIGHT-TRAP WISC 
WISCONSIN* S~ITH• BLACK•LIGHT-TRAPS WIS 
WIStONS!N* SMITh. COMPARISON LIGHT-TRAP 
WOLFF. rAPOE-ISLANns FAUNAL~LIST* WOLFF 
YANO. CAMPBELL-ISLAND GEDGRAPHtCAL-OISTR 
YELLOW-ROCKET DOCK~CURLEU* BUSCHING. OV 
YIELD-LOSS* ANONYMOUS. CORN ILLINOIS YI 
YOKOI. SOIL-YNSECTIC!UES CHEMJCAL•CONTRO 
ZAAZOU. FOOD-EFFECTS LARVAL•GRoWTH* ZAA 
ZAAZOU. HOST-PLA~TS EGYPT ~IGRATION* ZA 
ZERNY. FRENCH·MORRoco SEASONAL-OISTRIBUT 
ZHDANOV. VIRUSES RUSSIA* ZHDANOV. VIRUS 
ZHDANOV. VIRUSES PATHOGENS* ZHDANOV. VI 
-59-
57110 1951 
80001 1856 
ao·ro1 1960 
80801 1860 
80901 1909 
16702 1893 
58510 1970 
10101 191.f.9 
&1101 1975 
e1001 191.f.B 
60710 1971.f. 
18504 1959 
13103 1959 
76705 1959 
18308 1959 
03909 1959 
16302 1959 
8121')1 1970 
81301 1964 
10Bot 1976 
69201 1975 
e1i+o1 1975 
81601 1973 
81501 !'=:J73 
81701 1935 
13303 1953 
61510 195.3 
